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Leveled Literacy Intervention (LLI) is a rigorous, 

small-group, supplementary, literacy intervention 

designed for students who find reading and writing 

difficult and who need intensive teaching to achieve 

grade-level competency. It serves as an important 

prevention for literacy difficulties in subsequent years 

of schooling. The goal of LLI is to create a sense of 

excitement for literacy and empower teachers to help 

them become proficient readers. 

Fountas & Pinnell 
Leveled Literacy  
Intervention 

Engaging
Efficient
Effective

LLI turns 
struggling 
readers into 
successful 
readers.
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NEW LLI Green System, SECOND EDITION  

Levels A–K
The BEST just got BETTER! Fountas and Pinnell’s Leveled Literacy 

Intervention has turned thousands of struggling readers into successful 

readers. Now, with the same high-quality, engaging, original books 

(levels A–K), instill a love of reading with the NEW Leveled Literacy 

Intervention Green System, Second Edition.

A first grade classroom should be rich in literacy opportunities, including 

interactive read-aloud, shared reading, interactive writing, and readers’ 

and writers’ workshop. But even with many high-quality literacy 

opportunities some students struggle with early literacy learning and 

need a supplementary intervention to get them back on track so they 

can benefit fully from classroom instruction. 

Leveled Literacy Intervention Green System, Second Edition is the 

engaging, efficient, and effective intervention that can give grade 1 

students the boost they need to begin grade 2 at the same level as 

their peers. 

CONTENTS

“ Powerful early 

intervention can change 

the path of a child’s 

journey to literacy.”
—Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell
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Digging deeply into the research on literacy learning and 

reading difficulties, Fountas and Pinnell have identified 15 key 

characteristics of effective literacy intervention for primary 

grade students. These essential characteristics inform and 

inhabit the design of Leveled Literacy Intervention Green System.

1.  LLI supplements, not replaces, regular classroom 

instruction.

2.  LLI is a short-term intervention that provides thirty-minute 

lessons of highly concentrated instruction in reading, 

writing, and phonics.

3.  LLI daily lessons reinforce new learning and help children 

make accelerated progress.

4.  LLI provides student support through explicit, direct 

instruction with a recommended teacher-student ratio of 1:3.   

5.  LLI lessons are fast paced.

6.  LLI stresses fluent, phrased reading of high-interest, original 

texts, as well as fluency in writing. 

7.  LLI focuses on deep comprehension of texts.

8.  LLI engages students with high-quality texts in a variety of 

fiction and nonfiction genres that are leveled by Fountas 

and Pinnell using their F&P Text Level Gradient™.

9.  LLI focuses on developing effective early writing.

10.  LLI includes systematic phonics instruction that focuses on 

the key aspects of phonics learning.

11.  LLI provides teachers with a framework in which to make 

decisions based on close observation of students’ needs.

12.  LLI includes initial and ongoing assessments, progress 

monitoring, and record-keeping instruments.

13.  LLI provides a high level of professional development both 

within and outside lessons.

14.  LLI supports a strong classroom connection that enhances 

learning beyond LLI.

15.  LLI promotes a strong home connection that enables 

students to gain valuable reading/writing practice, and build 

self-esteem by sharing their success. 
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LLI Green System:  
Effective intervention to support 
beginning readers

Visit fountasandpinnell.com for a complete list 
of research references. 



• Revised systematic and intensive work in phonological 

awareness, letters, and phonics to help young students 

learn how to look at print, hear sounds, and use letter-sound 

relationships in powerful ways

• Recommendations for implementing systematic assessment 

for the selection of students who are eligible for 

intervention

• A series of fast-paced lessons with high-intensity teaching 

including a newly refined Discussing and Revising Text 

section

• Lesson guides that support teachers in providing high-

quality instruction

• Sets of leveled books (levels A–K) based on the F&P Text 

Level Gradient™

• Systematic, regularly applied techniques for monitoring 

progress including a refined Comprehension Conversation

• Detailed record keeping for monitoring progress and  

formative assessment

• Tools and systematic plans for teachers to use in  

coordinating supplementary teaching with classroom 

instruction

• Built-in homework assignments that students can do 

independently in the classroom or at home

Features of the LLI Green System, SECOND EDITION

• LLI Green Ready Resources, a time-saving resource of 

pre-printed, pre-assembled materials

• Communication tools for informing parents about what 

their children are learning and how they can support 

them at home 

• Technology support for assessment, record keeping, 

lesson instruction, and home and classroom connections

• Built-in online professional development for the use 

of individuals or groups of teachers, including new 

demonstration lessons, and a variety of web-based 

resources

• When Readers Struggle: Teaching That Works, K–3, a rich 

professional book provided to support effective teaching 

in the lessons

• Built-in level-by-level descriptions and competencies 

from the NEW Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum, 

Expanded Edition (2017) to monitor student progress and 

guide teaching  

• Specific suggestions for supporting oral language, 

reading, writing, phonics, and word study for English 

language learners who are selected for the intervention

• Prompting Guide, Part 1 and Prompting Guide, Part 

2 provide language to teach, prompt, and reinforce 

effective literacy behavior.

3
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TEACHER RESOURCES

LLI Green
Lesson Guide 3
LLI Greeen System ● Levels H–K ● Lessons 81–130

Irene C. Fountas & Gay Su Pinnell

Fountas&Pinnell

Leveled 
Literacy
Intervention

LESSON GUIDE, VOLUMES 1, 2, & 3
Guides that support 
teachers in providing 
high-quality, fast-paced 
lessons that support 
reading, writing, and 
language development.

LLI ONLINE DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (ODMS)
A secure and efficient way to collect, analyze, and report LLI 
student assessment data according to district requirements. 
A one-year teacher 
subscription to this web-
based data management 
system is included with 
the initial purchase of each 
LLI system. After one year, 
annual subscriptions are per teacher (unlimited number of LLI 
students) and include unlimited access for school and district 
administrators.

NEW PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT AND 
TUTORIAL VIDEOS
Exemplary video created for 
each LLI system featuring 
model LLI lessons, instructional 
procedures, and a tutorial on 
coding, scoring, and analyzing 
reading records.

PROMPTING GUIDE PART 1 FOR ORAL READING AND 
EARLY WRITING, K–8, AND PROMPTING GUIDE PART 2 FOR 
COMPREHENSION: 
THINKING, TALKING, 
AND WRITING, K–8 
Ready reference flip 
charts that contain 
precise language that 
can be used to teach for, 
prompt for, and reinforce 
effective strategic 
actions during reading 
and writing.

WHEN READERS STRUGGLE:  
TEACHING THAT WORKS, K–3
A comprehensive resource on 
struggling readers filled with specific 
teaching ideas for helping children 
in kindergarten through grade 3 
who are experiencing difficulty with 
reading and writing.

F&P CALCULATOR/STOPWATCH 
Automates the calculation of reading rate, 
accuracy, and self-correction as well as 
doubling as a stopwatch.

STUDENT FOLDERS 
(PACK OF 18)
Folders to organize and store 
reading records, track student 
data, and graph student 
progress.

LESSON FOLDERS 
(PACK OF 130)
Sturdy, plastic folders to 
store books, lessons, and 
other ancillary material 
needed for each lesson.

SYSTEM GUIDE 
A guide that provides a 
comprehensive overview 
of the components and 
implementation of the LLI Green 
System.

LLI GREEN SYSTEM 
ONLINE RESOURCES
The resources needed for  
each LLI lesson can be found 
online. This easy access 
to lesson materials saves 
valuable preparation time.

resources.fountasandpinnell.com

LLI Green
Lesson Guide 2
LLI Greeen System ● Levels D–G ● Lessons 41–80

Irene C. Fountas & Gay Su Pinnell

Fountas&Pinnell

Leveled 
Literacy
Intervention

System Guide
LLI Green
LLI Green System ● Levels A–J ● Lessons 1–120

Irene C. Fountas & Gay Su Pinnell

Fountas&Pinnell

Leveled 
Literacy
Intervention

Components

LLI Green
Lesson Guide 1
LLI Greeen System ● Levels A–C ● Lessons 1–40

Irene C. Fountas & Gay Su Pinnell

Fountas&Pinnell

Leveled 
Literacy
Intervention
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LESSON PREPARATION MADE EVEN EASIER

STUDENT RESOURCES    

My Writing Book

Name:

My Writing Book

Name:

My Writing Book

Name:

MY WRITING BOOKS  
(7 PACKS OF 18)
Consumable writing  
books support student 
writing development.

TAKE-HOME BAGS  
(PACK OF 18)
Brightly colored bags 
for students to carry 
their take-home books 
and fold sheets. 

TAKE-HOME BOOKS  
(6 COPIES OF EACH TITLE)
High-quality black-and-white copies of each 
leveled book are provided for children to 
keep, take home, and read over and over. 
Take-home books can be reordered at very 
reasonable costs.

LEVELED BOOKS 
(4 COPIES OF EACH TITLE)
130 original books created exclusively 
by a team of talented authors and 
illustrators under the direction of 
Fountas and Pinnell. Each book is 
carefully sequenced and calibrated to 
match the text characteristics (levels 
A–K) underlying the F&P Text Level 
Gradient™.

NEW LLI GREEN READY RESOURCES
Turn time spent prepping into time spent 
teaching with this valuable time saver that 
contains preprinted, preassembled items from 
the General Resources section of the Fountas 
& Pinnell Online Resources, such as My Poetry 
Books, Letter Minibooks, Alphabet Linking 
Charts, picture cards, word cards, and more. 

PREPRINTED AND  
READY TO USE

Nonfiction

ISBN-13: 978-0-325-01515-6
ISBN-10: 0-325-01515-5

www. h e i n emann . c om

	 Level C
	 Book 54

Play Ball!
by	 Joseph	 Benjamin	

LLI_PlayBall_0498_COV.indd   2-3 1/8/08   10:19:04 AM

The  
Three Billy Goats

retold by Doreen Beauregard 
illustrated by Benrei Huang

C L A S S I C  T A L E S

ISBN-13: 978-0-325-01574-3
ISBN-10: 0-325-01574-0

www. h e i n emann . c om

Fiction

	 Level J
	 Book 107

LLI_threegoats_0037_COV.indd   2-3 1/9/08   12:38:47 PM

The Spaceship
by Claire Golding 

illustrated by Tracy Bishop

by Anne W. Phillips 
illustrated by  

Debra Bandelin and Bob Dacey

Under  
Your Feet

ISBN-13: 978-0-325-01550-7
ISBN-10: 0-325-01550-3

www. h e i n emann . c om

Fiction

Baby Bird
by Ann Gadzikowski 

illustrated by Anna Vojtech

	 Level G
	 Book 75

LLI_babybird_0018_COV.indd   2-3 1/8/08   2:14:29 PM

ISBN-13: 978-0-325-01551-4

ISBN-10: 0-325-01551-1

www. h e i n emann . c om

Fiction

	 Level G
	 Book 98

The Lucky Penny
by	 Ann	 Gadzikowski

photographed	 by	 Lawrence	 Migdale	

LLI_Lucky_0019_COV.indd   2-3

1/9/08   11:59:52 AM

ISBN-13: 978-0-325-01576-7
ISBN-10: 0-325-01576-7

www. h e i n emann . c om

Fiction

	 Level J
	 Book 109

Bad-Luck Day
by	 Joanna	 Korba	

illustrated	 by	 Dolores	 Avendano

LLI_badluck_0203_Cov.indd   2-3 1/9/08   12:47:55 PM

ISBN-13: 978-0-325-01545-3
ISBN-10: 0-325-01545-7

www. h e i n emann . c om

Fiction

	 Level F
	 Book 67

Meg and Hugs Series

Pictures of Hugs
by	 Susan	 McCloskey	

illustrated	 by	 Jane	 Dippold

LLI_MHPhotos_0465_COV.indd   2-3 1/8/08   11:36:21 AM

ISBN-13: 978-0-325-01512-5
ISBN-10: 0-325-01512-0

www. h e i n emann . c om

Nonfiction

	 Level C
	 Book 37

Homes

by Nancy Ling

LLI_Homes_0314_cov.indd   2-3 1/7/08   1:45:35 PMISBN-13: 978-0-325-01511-8
ISBN-10: 0-325-01511-2

www. h e i n emann . c om
Fiction

	 Level C
	 Book 39

Clouds
by	 Liz	 Ray	

illustrated	 by	 Judith	 Moffatt

LLI_clouds_0307_COV.indd   2-3 1/7/08   2:56:20 PM

by Catherine Friend

HOLD  
YOUR NOSE!

Fountas & Pinnell Leveled Literacy Intervention. Copyright ©2009 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell. This page may be photocopied. MY VOWEL BOOK

A a
apple

A a
ape

My Vowel Book

Name:

Fountas & Pinnell Leveled Literacy Intervention. Copyright ©2009 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell. This page may be photocopied.
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ELEVATE YOUR TEACHING 
WITH THE NEWEST TOOLS 
AND RESOURCES

Enhancements

USERS OF THE LLI GREEN 
SYSTEM, FIRST EDITION AND 
THE LLI GREEN BOOSTER PACK

Schools that currently use both 

the LLI Green System and the 

Booster Pack can enhance their 

current systems with the NEW 

Leveled Literacy Intervention 

Green System, Second Edition  

Teacher Resources—a convenient 

conversion package that enables 

teachers to take advantage of the 

new thinking that underpins the 

second edition. 

USERS OF THE LLI GREEN 
SYSTEM, FIRST EDITION

Schools that currently use only 

the LLI Green System without the 

Booster Pack can enhance their 

current systems with the NEW 

Leveled Literacy Intervention Green 

System, Second Edition Teacher 

Resources with Booster Pack 

Books —the same convenient 

conversion package as above PLUS 

the Booster Pack books that extend 

reading comprehension in first 

grade to level K.

Enhancement 
options for schools 
already using the 
LLI Green System

LLI Green
Lesson Guide 2
LLI Greeen System ● Levels D–G ● Lessons 41–80

Irene C. Fountas & Gay Su Pinnell

Fountas&Pinnell

Leveled 
Literacy
Intervention

LLI Green
Lesson Guide 3
LLI Greeen System ● Levels H–K ● Lessons 81–130

Irene C. Fountas & Gay Su Pinnell

Fountas&Pinnell

Leveled 
Literacy
Intervention

System Guide
LLI Green
LLI Green System ● Levels A–J ● Lessons 1–120

Irene C. Fountas & Gay Su Pinnell

Fountas&Pinnell

Leveled 
Literacy
Intervention

✓  NEW Second Edition System Guide

✓  NEW Second Edition Lesson Guides

✓  NEW Prompting Guide, Part 2

✓  NEW Tutorial and Professional Development Videos

✓  NEW  lesson materials and Recording Forms from the  
Fountas & Pinnell Online Resources

✓  NEW  LLI Green READY RESOURCES —Preprinted, preassembled 
resources to speed preparation of every lesson

Extend students’ reading competence with  

20 additional engaging titles.

✓  10 instructional level K titles with 10 supporting 

independent level I titles

✓ 4 full-color copies of each title
✓  6 black-and-white take-home copies of each title
✓  Lessons contained in the Second Edition Lesson 

Guides

NEW RESOURCES

The LLI Green System, Second Edition  
Teacher Resources package includes these NEW components

NEW RESOURCES + BOOSTER BOOKS 

The LLI Green System, Second Edition 
Teacher Resources with Booster Pack Books package  

includes all NEW components shown above  
plus Level K Booster Pack books
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GO PAPERLESS WITH THE 
FOUNTAS & PINNELL READING 
RECORD APP FOR iPAD®

WATCH DATA COLLECTION IN ACTION TO LEARN MORE

Streamline data 
collection with 
additional 
technology

AVAILABLE FOR INDIVIDUAL 
PURCHASE  THROUGH THE 
ITUNES® STORE

Simply download the app and make an 

in-app purchase through Apple iTunes 

to purchase the content for your 

system’s books.

NEW! NOW AVAILABLE FOR 
INSTITUTIONAL PURCHASE,  
WITH 20% SAVINGS ON 20 OR 
MORE LICENSES

For institutions using the Fountas & 

Pinnell Reading Record Apps, App 

Content licenses can be purchased 

through www.heinemann.com. 

App Content purchased through 

the Institutional Purchase option is 

identical to App Content purchased 

through iTunes, but offers institutions 

the added flexibility to buy in volume 

and manage the App Content licenses 

for their teachers using a Licensing 

Management System (LMS). 

FOUNTAS & PINNELL LLI READING RECORD APP FOR IPADS
An efficient alternative to taking a reading record on paper, the Reading Record 

App conveniently:

• saves the reading record as a PDF

• times the conference and calculates rates and ratios

• records the assessment conference

•  data syncs wirelessly to the LLI Online Data Management System. 

The Fountas & Pinnell LLI Reading Record App 

requires a subscription to the Online Data 

Management System. A one-year subscription 

is included with each system purchase. 

Additional annual subscriptions are per 

teacher, available through Heinemann.

Leveled Literacy Intervention 

includes periodic assessments to 

measure students' progress. These 

additional digital tools can enhance 

the efficiency of data collection and 

analysis. 

View this video to see how one school has used these tools to transform 

the way in which teachers take reading records, and then see informed 

administrators use the data. Watch the video at fountasandpinnell.com/apps/.

CLICK TO VIEW 
RIGHT NOW

http://www.fountasandpinnell.com/apps/
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Books

The LLI Green 
System Books
At the heart of Leveled Literacy 

Intervention are high-quality student 

books. The LLI Green System books 

provide large amounts of easy reading 

for children who are having difficulty 

becoming oriented to print, and learning 

the function of letters and sounds. 

• 130 original titles, 4 copies of each 

(520 books in total)

• 10 Getting Started lap books + small 

copies of each

• 60% fiction / 40% nonfiction

• Calibrated to the F&P Text Level 

Gradient™

FICTION
The fiction books feature 

lovable characters in amusing 

situations with beautiful 

illustrations and high-interest 

plots that appeal to young 

readers. Genres include realistic 

fiction, folktales, and fantasy.

13
12

“Is Lizzy on the table?”  

Ben asked.

“I don’t see her,”  

said Anna.

“I have a plan!” said Ben.  

“Come with me.”

54

“Let’s look on the couch,”  
Anna said.

“I don’t see Lizzy  
on the couch,”  
Ben said.  

“Where did she go?”

Fiction

ISBN-13: 978-0-325-01531-6ISBN-10: 0-325-01531-7

www. h e i n emann . c om

	 Level E

	 Book 76

Lizzy
by	 Donna	 Latham	

illustrated	 by	 Cheryl	 Mendenhall

LLI_lizard_0324_COV.indd   2-3

1/8/08   2:17:43 PM

10

We like to sing  

on a rainy day.

11

54

On Tuesday, Lola went  
to try out for the softball team.  
“Sorry!” said the coach.  
“No one can pitch the ball  
to you.  
You’re just too tall!”

Lola hung her head.  
“They didn’t pick me  
for the softball team,”  
she told her mother.  
“Try again, Lola,”  
said her mother.  
“You’ll find a team  
that’s right for you.”

98

On Thursday, Lola went  
to try out for the swim team.  
The coach shook his head.  
“I’m sorry,” he said.  
“The pool is only four feet deep.  
You’re much too tall.”

Lola didn’t like to swim anyway,  
so she wasn’t quite so sad.  
But she still wanted  
to be on a team.

ISBN-13: 978-0-325-01575-0
ISBN-10: 0-325-01575-9

www. h e i n emann . c om

Fiction

	 Level J
	 Book 101

Too Tall
by Gail Blasser Riley 

illustrated by Brian Lies

LLI_tootall_0059_COV.indd   2-3 1/9/08   12:11:52 PM

ISBN-13: 978-0-325-01504-0
ISBN-10: 0-325-01504-X

www. h e i n emann . c om

Fiction

A Rainy Day

	 Level B
	 Book 46

LLI_rainy_0310_COV.indd   2-3 1/7/08   3:24:19 PM



CLASSIC TALES   
These Classic Tales 

are updated versions 

of the familiar stories 

and themes that 

children have been 

enjoying for decades. 

At the end of each 

story there is a play 

based on the story 

for rereading or 

dramatization. The books are 

oversized to accommodate rich 

artwork.

FROGGY AND FRIENDS
Artistic and fun-loving Froggy likes nothing better than spending time with his 

friends—with the possible exception of eating bugs!

ORSON AND TACO  
Big, easygoing Orson and feisty little Taco are 

canine friends whose adventures will touch your 

heart and tickle your funny bone.

FAMILY   
Photographs lend realism to these simple 

stories of family members playing, working, 

going out to lunch, and planting a garden.

SAM AND JESSE  
These realistic stories feature two cousins with very different 

interests. Still, the boys get along well most of the time, and they 

have one important thing in common—they both adore their 

grandfather

MEG AND HUGS
These gentle stories tell of the relationship between Meg, 

a little girl who lives with her grandparents, and Hugs, her 

lovable but slightly contrary cat.

9

The  
Three Billy Goats

retold by Doreen Beauregard 
illustrated by Benrei Huang

C L A S S I C  T A L E S

ISBN-13: 978-0-325-01574-3
ISBN-10: 0-325-01574-0

www. h e i n emann . c om

Fiction

	 Level J
	 Book 107

LLI_threegoats_0037_COV.indd   2-3 1/9/08   12:38:47 PM

C L A S S I C  T A L E S

The Lion 
and the Mouse

retold by Linda B. Ross 
illustrated by Aleksey and Olga Ivanov

ISBN-13: 978-0-325-01573-6
ISBN-10: 0-325-01573-2

www. h e i n emann . c om

Fiction

	 Level J
	 Book 105

LLI_lionmouse_0034_cov.indd   2-3 1/9/08   12:26:59 PM

Three Little Pigs  
and a Big Bad Wolf

retold by Linda B. Ross
illustrated by Liza Woodruff

C L A S S I C  T A L E S

ISBN-13: 978-0-325-01539-2
ISBN-10: 0-325-01539-2

www. h e i n emann . c om

Fiction

	 Level F
	 Book 61

LLI_Pigs_0049_cover.indd   2-3 1/8/08   10:49:04 AM

C L A S S I C  T A L E S

The Goat 
in the Garden

retold by Linda B. Ross 
illustrated by Stacey Schuett

ISBN-13: 978-0-325-01555-2
ISBN-10: 0-325-01555-4

www. h e i n emann . c om

Fiction

	 Level G
	 Book 77

LLI_goat_0439_COV.indd   2-3 1/8/08   2:22:42 PM

ISBN-13: 978-0-325-01542-2
ISBN-10: 0-325-01542-2

www. h e i n emann . c om

Fiction

	 Level F
	 Book 90

Family Series

Grandma’s Glasses
by	 Anna	 Keyes	

photographed	 by	 Robert	 Reynolds

LLI_FamGlasses_0421_COV.indd   2-3 1/9/08   11:14:35 AM

Fiction

ISBN-13: 978-0-325-01541-5
ISBN-10: 0-325-01541-4

www. h e i n emann . c om

	 Level F
	 Book 84

Out for Lunch
by	 Anna	 Keyes	

photographed	 by	 Robert	 Reynolds

Family Series

LLI_lunch_0226COV.indd   2-3 1/8/08   4:01:04 PM

ISBN-13: 978-0-325-01480-7
ISBN-10: 0-325-01480-9

www. h e i n emann . c om

Fiction

	 Level A
	 Book 19

Family Pictures

Family Series

LLI_pictures_0069_cov.indd   2-3 1/7/08   12:18:24 PM

ISBN-13: 978-0-325-01564-4
ISBN-10: 0-325-01564-3

www. h e i n emann . c om

Fiction

	 Level H
	 Book 104

The Cherries
by	 Emma	 Rose	 Benman	

illustrated	 by	 Susan	 Lawson

Froggy and Friends Series

LLI_cherries_0436_COV.indd   2-3 1/9/08   12:22:44 PM

ISBN-13: 978-0-325-01493-7
ISBN-10: 0-325-01493-0

www. h e i n emann . c om

Fiction

	 Level A
	 Book 13

Froggy and Friends Series

The Painter

LLI_Frog_Painter_0396_COV.indd   2-3 1/7/08   11:56:08 AM

ISBN-13: 978-0-325-01532-3
ISBN-10: 0-325-01532-5

www. h e i n emann . c om

Fiction

	 Level E
	 Book 57

Baby Pictures
by	 Emma	 Rose	 Benman	

illustrated	 by	 Susan	 Lawson

Froggy and Friends Series

LLI_Frogbaby_0395_COV.indd   2-3 1/8/08   10:30:55 AM

ISBN-13: 978-0-325-01590-3
ISBN-10: 0-325-01590-2

www. h e i n emann . c om

Fiction

Froggy and Friends Series	 Level A
	 Book 2

Getting Started  

Frog Food

LLI_FrogBugs_0345_COV.indd   2-3 1/7/08   10:49:57 AM

ISBN-13: 978-0-325-01572-9
ISBN-10: 0-325-01572-4

www. h e i n emann . c om

Fiction

	 Level I
	 Book 97

Meg and Hugs Series

The  
Missing Cat

by	 Susan	 McCloskey	
illustrated	 by	 Jane	 Dippold

LLI_Missing_Cat_0504_COV.indd   2-3 1/9/08   11:55:27 AM

Fiction

ISBN-13: 978-0-325-01571-2
ISBN-10: 0-325-01571-6

www. h e i n emann . c om

	 Level I
	 Book 91

Fun for Hugs
by	 Susan	 McCloskey	

illustrated	 by	 Jane	 Dippold

Meg and Hugs Series

LLI_Fun_Hugs_0501_COV.indd   2-3

1/9/08   11:18:58 AM

ISBN-13: 978-0-325-01524-8
ISBN-10: 0-325-01524-4

www. h e i n emann . c om

Fiction

	 Level D
	 Book 43

Meg and Hugs Series

Up in a Tree
by	 Susan	 McCloskey	

illustrated	 by	 Jane	 Dippold

LLI_MegTree_0425_COV.indd   2-3 1/7/08   3:13:33 PM

ISBN-13: 978-0-325-01543-9
ISBN-10: 0-325-01543-0

www. h e i n emann . c om

Fiction

	 Level F
	 Book 63

Sam and Jesse Series

The  
Soccer Game

by	 Maggie	 Bridger	
illustrated	 by	 Meredith	 Johnson

278	 Total	 Running	 Words

Fiction

ISBN-13: 978-0-325-00963-6
ISBN-10: 0-325-00963-5

FPO

www. h e i n emann . c om

	 Level G
	 Book XX

Sam and Jesse Series

Papa’s Birthday
by	 Maggie	 Bridger	

illustrated	 by	 Meredith	 Johnson

LLI_birthday_0380_COV.indd   2-3 1/8/08   1:59:07 PM

ISBN-13: 978-0-325-01592-7
ISBN-10: 0-325-01592-9

www. h e i n emann . c om

Fiction

	 Level B
	 Book 5

65	 Total	 Running	 Words

Sam and Papa

Sam and Jesse Series

ISBN-13: 978-0-325-01485-2ISBN-10: 0-325-01485-X

www. h e i n emann . c om

Fiction

Orson and Taco Series

	 Level A

	 Book 12

Woof !

LLI_COV_Tacobarks_0230.indd   2-3

1/7/08   11:52:16 AM

ISBN-13: 978-0-325-01522-4
ISBN-10: 0-325-01522-8

www. h e i n emann . c om

Fiction

	 Level D
	 Book 47

The Good Dog
by	 Charlot	 Wilson	

illustrated	 by	 Meredith	 Johnson

Orson and Taco Series

LLI_GoodDog_orson_0399_COV.indd   2-3 1/7/08   3:27:17 PM

FICTION SERIES BOOKS
Series books feature the same characters and settings to promote thinking across 

texts and the reading of connected texts over time. The plots engage readers as 

they learn to solve problems with their favorite characters.

ISBN-13: 978-0-325-01486-9
ISBN-10: 0-325-01486-8

www. h e i n emann . c om

Fiction

	 Level A
	 Book 17 Orson and Taco Series

Oh No!

LLI_COV_OhNo_0231.indd   2-3

1/7/08   12:12:20 PM
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ENGAGING, ORIGINAL 
TITLES — ALL CREATED 
SPECIFICALLY FOR THE 
LLI GREEN SYSTEM

Books

The LLI Green 
System Books

NONFICTION
The LLI Green System 

nonfiction books have been 

developed around high-interest, 

contemporary topics. The books 

are highly visual and introduce 

nonfiction text features such as 

sidebars, diagrams, and charts. 

Genres include biography, 

narrative nonfiction, expository 

nonfiction, and procedural texts.

ISBN-13: 978-0-325-01489-0
ISBN-10: 0-325-01489-2

www. h e i n emann . c omNonfiction

	 Level A

	 Book 28

My New School

LLI_school_0305_COV.indd   2-3

1/7/08   1:00:07 PM

76

Look at my boots. 

I can walk  

in my boots. 

32

I see flowers  
in the park. 
The flowers look pretty.

I have two eyes.  
I use my eyes  
to see.

Nonfiction

ISBN-13: 978-0-325-01519-4
ISBN-10: 0-325-01519-8

www. h e i n emann . c om

	 Level D
	 Book 62

by	 Liz	 Ray	
photographed	 by	 Daniel	 St.	 John

A Box

LLI_box_0306_cov.indd   2-3 1/8/08   10:54:14 AM

ISBN-13: 978-0-325-01498-2
ISBN-10: 0-325-01498-1

www. h e i n emann . c om

Fiction

	 Level A
	 Book 14

Smells

LLI_Smelling_0449_COV.indd   2-3

1/7/08   12:03:38 PM

Fiction

ISBN-13: 978-0-325-01556-9
ISBN-10: 0-325-01556-2

www. h e i n emann . c om

	 Level G
	 Book 100

A Walk  
at Night

by Katacha Díaz 
illustrated by Stacey Schuett

LLI_walk_0440_COV.indd   2-3 1/9/08   12:08:22 PM ISBN-13: 978-0-325-02119-5
ISBN-10: 0-325-02119-8

www. h e i n emann . c om

Nonfiction

	 Level C
	 Book 24

The Fish Tank
by	 Catherine	 Tess	

photographed	 by	 Robert	 Reynolds

LLI_fishtank_0549_COV.indd   2-3 1/10/08   1:33:29 PMISBN-13: 978-0-325-01566-8
ISBN-10: 0-325-01566-X

www. h e i n emann . c om

Nonfiction

	 Level H
	 Book 102

by	 Joseph	 Benjamin

Two Teams

LLI_Football_Team_0497_COV.indd   2-3

1/9/08   12:15:24 PM

ISBN-13: 978-0-325-01508-8
ISBN-10: 0-325-01508-2

www. h e i n emann . c om

Nonfiction

	 Level B
	 Book 29

Boots and Shoes

LLI_shoes_0522_cov.indd   2-3 1/7/08   1:03:54 PM

Nonfiction

ISBN-13: 978-0-325-01527-9
ISBN-10: 0-325-01527-9

www. h e i n emann . c om

	 Level D
	 Book 70

My Five Senses
by	 Mary	 Atkinson	

photographed	 by	 Daniel	 St.	 John

LLI_FiveSenses_0506_COV.indd   2-3 1/8/08   1:35:17 PM

16

The Five Senses

see

taste

smell

hear

touch
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NONFICTION SERIES BOOKS 
Nonfiction series books are connected by a larger theme or idea, and 

provide students with the opportunity to read connected texts across 

time to develop deeper understanding.

Nonfiction

ISBN-13: 978-0-325-01533-0
ISBN-10: 0-325-01533-3

www. h e i n emann . c om

	 Level E
	 Book 59

Meli Series

A Walk with Meli
by	 Margie	 Sigman	

photographed	 by	 Andrew	 Swaine

LLI_MeliWalk_0409_COV.indd   2-3

1/8/08   10:38:52 AM

ALL ABOUT
Get ready to learn about everything from boats to honeybees with 

photographs, diagrams, and other nonfiction text features that make these 

books accessible at every level.

MELI
Meli, an adorable little West Highland terrier, 

gets care, training, and lots of love from her 

owner, Ron.

ISBN-13: 978-0-325-01570-5
ISBN-10: 0-325-01570-8

www. h e i n emann . c om

Nonfiction

	 Level I
	 Book 99

by Jerry Albert

Honeybees
All About

All About Series

LLI_Bees_0468_COV.indd   2-3 1/9/08   12:04:43 PM

Nonfiction

ISBN-13: 978-0-325-01567-5
ISBN-10: 0-325-01567-8

www. h e i n emann . c om

	 Level H
	 Book 108

All About Series

All About

Chimps
by Alex Gomez

All About

Chimps

LLI_chimps_0507_cov.indd   2-3 1/9/08   12:43:43 PM

Nonfiction

ISBN-13: 978-0-325-01547-7
ISBN-10: 0-325-01547-3

www. h e i n emann . c om

	 Level F
	 Book 88

All About Series

All About 
Animal Babies

by	 Maryann	 Dobeck

LLI_AnimalMoms_0513_COV.indd   2-3 1/9/08   11:07:01 AM

ISBN-13: 978-0-325-01577-4
ISBN-10: 0-325-01577-5

www. h e i n emann . c om

Nonfiction

	 Level J
	 Book 103

All About Series

Dolphins
by	 Katacha	 Díaz

All About

LLI_dolphins_0471_COV.indd   2-3 1/9/08   12:18:48 PM

ISBN-13: 978-0-325-01594-1
ISBN-10: 0-325-01594-5

www. h e i n emann . c om

Nonfiction

	 Level A
	 Book 3

Getting Started  

The New Puppy

Meli Series

LLI_MelePup_0426_COV.indd   2-3

1/7/08   11:09:45 AM

1312

Meli likes to  
take her dog  
up the stairs  
and down the stairs.  
Up and down.  
Down and up.

Nonfiction

ISBN-13: 978-0-325-01513-2
ISBN-10: 0-325-01513-9

www. h e i n emann . c om

	 Level C
	 Book 35

Meli Series

Meli on the Stairs
by	 Margie	 Sigman	

photographed	 by	 Andrew	 Swaine

LLI_MeleStairs_0365_COV.indd   2-3 1/7/08   1:39:04 PM



Choices for 
Independent 
Reading  
FOUNTAS & PINNELL 
SELECT COLLECTIONS 
OF PM READERS
Students receiving intervention need 

opportunities to extend their reading 

practice and read a large volume of 

texts in order to strengthen their 

newly acquired skills. Hand-selected 

by Fountas and Pinnell from the 

popular PM Readers, these SELECT 

Collections parallel the Leveled 

Literacy Intervention System levels, 

and provide quality choices for 

independent reading.

EACH SELECT COLLECTION 
INCLUDES:
• Books

• Resource Guide

• Book list with levels

• Press-on level labels

• Storage Container

 

Visit fountasandpinnell.com for more 

information and complete title lists.

• Four different Collections, 

Levels A/B–K 

• 55 titles per Collection, 

no duplications. 

12

AVAILABLE SEPARATELY

“ A significant factor in the 

progress of students in 

the primary grades is 

the opportunity to 

choose from and read a 

variety of genres and 

topics related to their 

own interests.”
—Irene C. Fountas  

and Gay Su Pinnell 

Additional Reading

    

    

Irene C. Fountas & Gay Su Pinnell

Resource Guide
COLLECTIONS

780325 0616419

9 0000 >
ISBN  978-0-325-06164-1

FP_Select_UserGuide_Collections_Cov_alt.indd   2-3 5/19/14   3:23 PM



• Four different Collections, 

Levels A/B–K 

• 55 titles per Collection, 

no duplications. 

13

LLI IN PRACTICE: SAMPLE LESSONS AND TOOLS

see page

Literacy Goals: About The Literacy Continuum 14

Level D, Behaviors and Understandings to Notice, Teach and Support 15

Lesson Structure of LLI Green System 20

Sample Getting Started Lesson 21

Sample Standard Lesson: Odd-Numbered Lesson 27

Sample Standard Lesson: Even-Numbered Lesson 33

Sample Reading Record 39 

“ The success of 

any intervention 

ultimately depends 

on students being 

fully captivated by 

the books they read 

and write about.”
—Irene C. Fountas 

and Gay Su Pinnell
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Observing Growth

Connect skilled 
observation to 
responsive 
teaching 

NOTICE, TEACH, SUPPORT
Proficient readers and writers display recognizable behaviors 

at every phase of literacy learning. When teachers notice, 

teach, and support these behaviors, they link assessment 

to responsive teaching. This indispensable literacy tool 

identifies the behaviors that demonstrate thinking and 

understanding within, beyond, and about a text.

Visit fountasandpinnell.com for more information on this essential 

resource for thinking together with colleagues about literacy 

development. 

 

A FIRM FOUNDATION
The F&P Text Level Gradient™ and The Fountas 

& Pinnell Literacy Continuum are the foundation 

of the LLI Systems. The specific text demands, 

competencies and behaviors to teach for, assess, 

and reinforce [at each level] are provided at the 

end of each text level lesson span in the LLI 

Green System. All LLI lessons are designed to 

help teachers accomplish the goals listed in The 

Literacy Continuum for each level. The goal is to 

help readers meet the demands of successive 

levels of text and in the process, expand their 

systems of strategic actions. Referring regularly 

to The Literacy Continuum pages enables 

teachers to monitor student progress and 

guide teaching.

 “ Precise observation of 

literacy behaviors is at 

the heart of effective 

teaching.”
—Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell

ALSO AVAILABLE: THE COMPLETE LITERACY CONTINUUM: EXPANDED EDITION

THINKING WITHIN THE TEXT
Understanding the literal meaning by processing 
words and stated ideas

THINKING BEYOND THE TEXT
Understanding implied meanings, synthesizing 
information, making connections, and 

determining deeper meanings

THINKING ABOUT THE TEXT
Understanding author’s craft and articulating  

opinions about craft

  T
h

in
kin

g A
bout the Text

 Thinking Bey
on
d t

he T
ex

t 

 Thinking Within the Text

Noticing and using  
sources of information  
(meaning, language  
structure, phonological   
information, visual information).

Connecting the text  
to personal and  

world knowledge  
as well as to  

other texts.

Remembering important  
information and  
carrying it forward.

Adjusting present 
understandings to 
accommodate new 
knowledge.

Thinking about what  
the writer means  
but has not stated.

 Taking action in  
flexible ways to  

solve problems or  
fit purpose and genre.

Using a range  
of strategies to  
recognize and  
take apart words,  
    and understand
        word meaning.

Checking on accuracy  
      and understanding  
           and working to  
               self-correct errors.

Anticipating what  
may happen next.

Thinking critically 
about the text.

Reading at  
a good rate, 
integrating phrasing, 
pausing, intonation, 
and stress.

Noticing aspects of  
the writer’s craft  
including text 
structure.

SYSTEMS 
OF STRATEGIC 

ACTIONS

GRADES  

PreK–8
GRADES  

The Fountas&Pinnell

A Tool for Assessment, Planning, and Teaching

Continuum
Literacy

Expanded E D I T I O N

9/9/16

The grade-level goals on the F&P Text Level Gradient™ are intended to
provide general guidelines, which should be adjusted based on
school/district requirements and professional teacher judgement.

© 2012 Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell

F&P TEXT LEVEL GRADIENT™

GRADE-LEVEL
GOALS

FOUNTAS & PINNELL
LEVELS

Kindergarten

Grade One

Grade Two

Grade Three

Grade Four

Grade Five

Grade Six

Grade Seven−Eight
High School/Adult



Behaviors and Understandings to Notice, Teach, and Support

LEVEL A
LEVEL S  

TH
E CO

N
TIN

U
U

M
 O

F LITER
A

CY LEA
R

N
IN

G 

SLEVEL

Thinking Within the Text

Behaviors and Understandings to Notice, Teach, and Support

SEARCHING FOR AND USING 
INFORMATION
 l Read left to right across three to six lines of 

print
 l Match word by word over three to six lines 

of print, with all sentences beginning on 
the left

 l Coordinate eyes and pointing to search for 
and use visual information in print

 l Use return sweep to read several lines of 
print after the first line

 l Reread to search for and use information 
from language structure or meaning

 l Search for and use information from 
pictures that match the print closely, have 
few distracting details, and clearly support 
meaning

 l Use clear separation of illustrations and print 
to search for and use information

 l Use consistent layout of illustrations and 
print to search for and use information

 l Use language patterns close to oral 
language to search for and use information

hhRecognize more than one repeating 
language pattern in a text and use to search 
for information

 l Use simple sentence structures (subject 
and predicate with some embedded 
phrases and clauses) to search for and use 
information

 l Sustain searching for information over a 
short text (usually sixteen pages with two 
to six lines of print on each page and fewer 
than 150 words)

hhSearch for and use information that appears 
in beginning and ending phrases

 l Notice and use punctuation marks (period, 
comma, question mark, exclamation mark, 
and quotation marks in most texts)

 l Notice and use capital and lowercase letters
 l Search for and understand information in 

simple dialogue (sometimes in speech 
bubbles), dialogue with pronouns (often 
assigned by said), and split dialogue

hhSearch for information in a text that has no 
repeating language patterns

hhUse the chronological order of a simple 
story to search for and use information

 l Use details in the illustrations to search for 
and use information

 l Use labels on photographs to search for and 
use information

 l Use background understanding of familiar, 
easy content to search for and use 
information: e.g., family and home, play, 
pets, animals, school, food, community, 
friends, daily activities, the human body, 
weather, seasons, transportation, toys

 l Understand that the pictures closely and 
explicitly support the content and use them 
to search for and use information

MONITORING AND  
SELF-CORRECTING
 l Show evidence of close attention to print
 l Use voice-print match to self-monitor and 

self-correct over three to six lines of print
 l Reread the sentence to problem-solve, self-

correct, or confirm
 l Use language structure to self-monitor and 

self-correct
 l Use visual features of words to self-monitor 

and self-correct
 l Use recognition of high-frequency words to 

self-monitor and self-correct
 l Reread the sentence to problem-solve, self-

correct, or confirm

 l Consistently cross-check one kind of 
information against another to monitor and 
self-correct reading (i.e., cross-checking 
meaning with visual information)

 l Cross-check using more than one source 
(visual information and pictures)

hhUse two or more sources of information 
(meaning, language structure, visual 
information) to self-monitor and self-correct

hhDrop finger pointing when confident in 
reading a text but occasionally bring it back 
to monitor or confirm when encountering 
difficulty

 l Use pictures as a resource to self-monitor 
and self-correct

 l Use understanding of how the book works 
to self-monitor and self-correct

 l Use understanding of characters to self-
monitor and self-correct

hhUse understanding of dialogue to self-
monitor and self-correct

 l Use content knowledge of a simple topic to 
self-monitor and self-correct

hhUse knowledge from pictures to self-monitor 
and self-correct

SOLVING WORDS
XX Reading Words

 l Recognize words in clear, plain font that are 
on a white or very light background

 l Recognize more than twenty-five high-
frequency words quickly and easily

 l Recognize one-, two-,and some three-
syllable words fully supported by the 
pictures

 l Read some simple regular plurals formed 
with the endings -s or -es that are fully 
supported by pictures and language 
structure

LEVEL A
LEVEL D

TH
E CO

N
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U
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A
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G 

DLEVEL

Readers at Level D:
At level D, readers process and understand simple fiction and fantasy stories and easy informational texts. They 

can track print with their eyes over two to six lines per page without pointing, and they can process texts with 

more varied and more complex language patterns. They notice and use a range of punctuation and read dialogue, 

reflecting the meaning through phrasing, intonation, and appropriate word stress. Readers can solve many 

easy, regular two-syllable words—usually words with inflectional endings such as -ing and simple compound 

words. Pointing may occasionally be used at difficulty, but readers drop the finger when they are confident and 

are reading easily. The core of known high-frequency words is expanding. Readers consistently monitor their 

reading, cross-check one source of information with another, and often use multiple sources of information. 

Readers use text and pictures to construct the meaning of stories and nonfiction texts. They infer meaning from 

pictures and connect the meaning of texts to their own experiences. At level D, readers process and understand 

simple and some split dialogue.

continues

A double bullet indicates a new behavior that you expect to see evidence of at this level. 313

A double bullet indicates a new behavior that you expect to see evidence of at this level.
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Behaviors and Understandings to Notice, Teach, and SupportSLEVEL

314

Thinking Within the Text (continued)

Behaviors and Understandings to Notice, Teach, and Support

 l Read words that are repeated within the 
same text: e.g., am, like, we, this, look, said, 
here, my, she, come

 l Read verbs with inflectional endings (e.g., 
-s, -ing, -ed) fully supported by pictures and 
language structure

 l Read words with very easy, predictable, and 
decodable letter-sound relationships

 l Read words with easy spelling patterns with 
the support of pictures and language (VC, 
CVC, CVCe)

 l Say a word and predict its first letter
 l Locate easy high-frequency words in a text: 

e.g., and, to, up, said, with
 l Notice visual features of a word and use 

them to locate or read the word
 l Read some words containing apostrophes 

(simple contractions and possessives)
 l Read simple words that assign dialogue: 

e.g., said, asked
hhRead simple connectives

XX Vocabulary
 l Understand the meaning of some words 

that are new but easy to understand in the 
context of the text and with picture support

 l Expand understanding of the meaning of 
words by connection with the pictures and/
or understanding the context: e.g., zoo, 
farm, circus

 l Read and understand a few simple words 
that stand for sounds (onomatopoetic 
words)

 l Understand vocabulary words that are in 
common oral vocabulary for early readers 
(Tier 1)

 l Understand the meaning of simple regular 
plurals formed with the endings -s or -es

 l Understand a few simple adjectives 
describing people, places, or things

hhUnderstand simple contractions using an 
apostrophe and letters from the word not

hhUnderstand words with an apostrophe 
indicating possession

hhUnderstand some words that require the 
use of multiple sources of information 
(background knowledge, pictures, visual 
information)

 l Understand words that indicate characters: 
e.g., easy-to-read names, family members, 
community members such as teachers

 l Understand words that show the action of 
the plot: e.g., verbs such as is, go, run, ran, 
like, ride, can

 l Understand words such as I, me, and we 
that may indicate the narrator of a text

 l Understand the meaning of simple words 
that assign dialogue: e.g., said, asked

hhRead and understand the meaning of 
simple connectives

 l Recognize and understand labels for familiar 
objects, animals, people, the human body, 
weather, daily activities, simple processes 
such as cooking or growing plants

hhUse details in illustrations to understand 
new vocabulary

MAINTAINING FLUENCY
 l Sustain momentum through an entire short 

text
 l Read mostly without pointing but with 

correct voice-print match
 l Notice periods, quotation marks, commas, 

exclamation marks, and question marks, and 
begin to reflect them with the voice through 
intonation and pausing

 l Read with phrasing
 l Demonstrate stress on words in a way that 

shows attention to meaning
 l Stress words that are in bold
 l Reread to notice the language or meaning
 l Show recognition of dialogue with some 

phrasing even when in varying structures: 
e.g., said Mom and Mom said

hhRecognize and use ellipses in some texts to 
show that a sentence finishes on the next 
page

ADJUSTING
 l Slow down to problem-solve words and 

resume reading with momentum
 l Recognize that a text is fiction and tells 

a story with a beginning, middle, several 
episodes, and end

 l Understand that a nonfiction book gives 
facts

 l Notice labels on photographs and use them 
to understand the words in the text

hhAdjust reading to notice information in 
photographs

hhAdjust to accommodate some variety in 
layout of illustrations and print

SUMMARIZING
 l Remember important information while 

reading to understand the meaning of the 
text

 l Talk about the important information after 
reading

 l Remember the order of events in a simple 
story and talk about them after reading

hhSummarize the problem in a simple story 
and talk about the solution

 l Remember and talk about clear, simple 
ideas that are easy to identify

hhUnderstand when sequence is important 
(e.g., cooking, planting) and talk about 
events or steps in order

DLEVEL

A double bullet indicates a new behavior that you expect to see evidence of at this level.

A double bullet indicates a new behavior that you expect to see evidence of at this level.
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Behaviors and Understandings to Notice, Teach, and Support
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DLEVEL

315

Thinking Beyond the Text

Thinking About the Text

PREDICTING
 l Use varied language structures to anticipate 

the text
 l Make predictions based on information in 

pictures that closely match the text
 l Predict the ending of a story based on 

reading the beginning and middle
 l Make predictions based on knowledge 

of the events of everyday life: e.g., family, 
cooking, play, pets, school, food, community, 
friends

hhMake predictions based on understanding a 
simple sequence of events with a problem 
and outcome

 l Make predictions based on personal 
experiences and knowledge: e.g., family 
and home, play, pets, animals, school, 
food, community, friends, daily activities, 
the human body, weather, seasons, 
transportation, toys

hhMake predictions based on a temporal 
sequence: e.g., plants growing, eggs 
hatching, weather changing, food cooking

MAKING CONNECTIONS
 l Make connections between personal 

experience and a text
 l Make connections among books in a series

hhUse background knowledge to understand 
settings: e.g., home, school, park, 
community

 l Identify recurring characters or settings when 
applicable

hhBring background knowledge of traditional 
literature to recognize common characters 
and events in a folktale

hhUse background knowledge to understand 
settings close to children’s experience: e.g., 
home, school, park, community, and (if 
applicable) beach and snow

 l Make connections between background 
knowledge of familiar content and the 
content in the text

 l Make connections among texts on the same 
topic or with the same content

hhAccess background knowledge to 
understand simple processes: e.g., ice 
melting, food cooking, building an object

SYNTHESIZING
 l Talk about what is known about the topic 

before reading the text
hhTalk about the text, showing understanding 

of events or topic
hhTalk about the events of a simple plot
 l Talk about what is learned about characters 

and problems in a story
 l Talk about any new labels for content that 

are learned from the text
hhIdentify new knowledge gained when 

reading a text

INFERRING
 l Infer meaning of story or content from 

pictures that add meaning to the text
 l Make inferences about where the story 

takes place (as shown in pictures) to help 
understand it

 l Talk about characters’ feelings based on 
inference from pictures and text, especially 
dialogue

 l Talk about the pictures, revealing interpretation 
of a problem or of characters’ feelings

 l Infer humor that is easy to grasp: e.g., silly 
characters, funny situations

hhInfer some obvious character traits from the 
story and pictures: e.g., kind, brave, funny

 l Infer ideas about familiar content: e.g., 
friendships, family relationships, self, nature, 
food, health, community

hhInfer simple processes by noticing the steps: 
cooking, water freezing, plants growing

ANALYZING
 l Understand how the ideas and information 

in a book are related to each other
 l Understand how the events, content, and 

ideas in a text are related to the title
 l Recognize that a text can be imagined 

(fiction) or it can give information 
(nonfiction)

hhUnderstand that a story can be like real life 
or can be something that could not be true 
in real life (fantasy)

 l Recognize settings that are familiar: e.g., 
home, school, neighborhood

 l Recognize and follow a chronological 
sequence of events

hhIdentify a simple story problem and how it 
is resolved

hhRecognize and understand variety in 
narrative structure: e.g., cumulative tale, 
circular story

 l Recognize that there are characters (people 
or animals in a story)

hhRecognize characters that are typical of 
animal fantasy or traditional literature

hhNotice that illustrations add to important 
story action

 l Use language and pictures to talk about 
a text (title, beginning, several episodes, 
ending)

 l Recognize that a text can have true 
information

 l Understand that a nonfiction book gives 
facts or tells how to do something

 l Recognize that a process happens in time 
order

hhUnderstand that illustrations and 
photographs add to the ideas and 
information in a text

hhUse some specific language to talk about 
types of texts: e.g., family, friends, and 
school story

 l Use some specific language to talk about 
literary features: e.g., beginning, ending, 
problem, character

 l Use some specific language to talk about 
book and print features: e.g., front cover, 
back cover, page, author, illustrator, 
illustration, photograph, title, label

CRITIQUING
 l Share opinions about a text
 l Share opinions about an illustration or 

photograph
hhHave favorite books and say why

A double bullet indicates a new behavior that you expect to see evidence of at this level.A double bullet indicates a new behavior that you expect to see evidence of at this level.
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Behaviors and Understandings to Notice, Teach, and SupportSLEVEL

316

Behaviors and Understandings to Notice, Teach, and SupportDLEVEL

A double bullet indicates a new behavior that you expect to see evidence of at this level.

Examples:
 l Recognize a few easy high-frequency words quickly (for example, as, 

by, came, get, had, her, his, out)
 l Make or write high-frequency words quickly (make, this, but, come, 

him, his)
 l Review making and breaking apart high-frequency words from 

previous levels
 l Recognize and break apart several CVC words easily and quickly 

(man, pet, hit, box, cut)
 l Make, break apart, or write several CVC words quickly (man, pet, hit, 

box, cut)
 l Hear and divide CVC words into onsets and rimes (m-an, p-et, h-it, 

b-ox, c-ut)
 l Add -s to a singular noun to make a plural noun and read it  

(dog/dogs)

 l Say and clap the syllables in one-, two-, and three-syllable words 
(from pictures)

 l Change the beginning phoneme of a word to make a different  
one-syllable word (day, may)

 l Change the ending phoneme of a word to make a different  
one-syllable word (men, met)

 l Match pictures with letters by beginning or ending sounds (farm, 
flower, frog; book, milk, park)

 l Sort letters quickly by a variety of features—uppercase or lowercase; 
tall or short; with or without long straight lines, short straight lines, 
circles, tails

 l Read the Alphabet Linking Chart in different ways—singing, by letter 
names, pictures and words, all vowels, all consonants, letters only, 
backwards order, every other letter

Planning for Letter and Word Work After Guided Reading
Using your recent observations of the readers’ ability to take words apart quickly and efficiently while 
reading text, plan for one to three minutes of active engagement of students’ attention to letters, sounds, 
and words. Prioritize the readers’ noticing of print features and active hands-on use of magnetic letters, a 
whiteboard, word cards, or pencil and paper to promote fluency and flexibility in visual processing.

A double bullet indicates a new behavior that you expect to see evidence of at this level.

18
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PLAN FOR GETTING STARTED LESSONS (LESSONS 1–10)

Approximate Total Lesson Time 30 minutes

Rereading 5 minutes

Phonics/Word Work 5 minutes

Reading a New Book (Lap Book and small books) 8 minutes

Writing About Reading 7 minutes

Letter/Word Work 5 minutes

The LLI Green System employs 3 types 

of lesson frameworks. Each lesson is 

designed to be 30 minutes in duration 

delivered once per day, 5 days per week, 

to small groups of 3 students. Depending 

on a student’s reading level at their time 

of entry, the LLI Green System intervention 

may last 18 to 22+ weeks. 

There are a total of 130 lessons in the 

System, including 10 Getting Started 

lessons. Each level contains alternating 

standard lessons, underpinned by 

precisely leveled, original student books. 

The level-specific competencies and the 

behaviors and understandings to notice, 

teach and support from The Fountas & 

Pinnell Literacy Continuum, Expanded 

Edition are included at the end of each 

20-lesson sequence.

Designed for 
Success

GETTING STARTED LESSONS
The first 10 lessons in the LLI Green System are called Getting Started. The 

Getting Started lessons follow the same format and engage children in 5 

instructional activites.

STANDARD LESSONS
Odd-numbered Standard lessons introduce a new instructional level book and focus 

on reading, discussion of meaning, and phonics and word work. The even-numbered 

Standard lessons introduce a new independent level book and focus on writing to 

extend meaning, phonics and word work, and fluency.

PLAN FOR STANDARD LESSONS

ODD-NUMBERED STANDARD LESSON EVEN-NUMBERED STANDARD LESSON

Approximate Total 
Lesson Time

30 
minutes

Approximate Total 
Lesson Time

30 
minutes

Rereading
5 

minutes
Rereading and 
Assessment

5 
minutes

Phonics/Word Work
5 

minutes
Phonics/Word Work

5 
minutes

Reading a New Book 
(Instructional Level)

15 
minutes

Writing About Reading
15 

minutes

Letter/Word Work
5 

minutes
Reading a New Book 
(Independent Level)

5 
minutes

Optional Letter/Word 
Work (If time allows)

      

THE LESSON FRAMEWORKS 
• 10 Getting Started 

lessons 

• 60 odd-numbered 

Standard lessons

• 60 even-numbered 

Standard lessons

The lesson frameworks provide smooth, well-paced lessons that scaffold highly 

efficient and effective instruction. Students also benefit from the predictability of 

the lesson and know what to expect in the instructional routines.

20

“ Progress is not enough; 

struggling readers need 

to make faster progress 

than their peers, and that 

is the whole purpose of 

intervention.”
—Irene C. Fountas  

and Gay Su Pinnell

Lesson Frameworks

• 30 minutes a day, 5 days a 
week for optimal results and 
intensity

• 3 students per group 

• 18–22+ weeks of explicit, 
intensive instruction
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LESSON 7 • SYSTEM Green
NEW BOOK Ant Can’t
GENRE Fiction

Goals
READING 

dd Read with voice-print match across multiple lines of text.
dd Read with crisp pointing under each word. 
dd Notice rhyming words in a text.
dd Understand and talk about comparisons between animals and what they can do.
dd Understand how the ant and the spider are alike.

PHONICS/WORD WORK 
dd Identify the number of syllables in a word.
dd Use the Alphabet Linking Chart as a tool for learning about letters.
dd Understand that there is a relationship between a letter and a sound.
dd Notice distinctive features of letters.
dd Recognize several high-frequency words by looking closely at them (you, yes).

WRITING ABOUT READING
dd Say words slowly, identify some easy-to-hear sounds, and write the letters.
dd Compose two or three sentences.

Visit resources.fountasandpinnell.com to download
technological resources to support this lesson, including:
●● Word Analysis Chart 7
●● Teacher Pictures: cat, 

turtle, banana, dog, goat, 
bird, balloon, carrot, 
spider, ball, toothbrush, 
tricycle, butterfly, elephant, 
umbrella●✓

●● Masking Cards●✓
●● Student Words: you, yes●✓
●● Fold Sheet 7
●● Parent Letter

●● Ant Can’t, Level C
●● Too Much Stuff, Level B
●● Sam and Papa, Level B
●● Alphabet Linking Chart, 

enlarged version
●● Alphabet Linking Chart 

from Lesson 6
●● unused alphabet pictures

from Lesson 6
●● magnetic letters
●● word bags
●● Take-Home Book 

Too Much Stuff

HOW THE BOOK WORKS  This fiction book has print on alternating pages with pictures that span across 
two pages. Each page of print uses simple repeated sentence structures with dialogue, and the writer uses 
bold print on the last page for emphasis. Ant meets other animals that ask if she can do what they do, and 
she can’t. Ant finally finds something she can do.

Analysis of New Book Characteristics  Ant Can’t, Level C

GENRE/FORM
dd Fiction
dd Simple animal fantasy

TEXT STRUCTURE
dd Narrative carried by dialogue
dd Question and answer on each spread
dd Eight brief episodes in which different 

animals ask a question of an ant
dd Each page showing the ant saying, “No, I 

can’t,” until the ending 

CONTENT
dd Familiar animals
dd What animals can do

THEMES AND IDEAS
dd Each individual has different special skills
dd How animals are alike and different 

LANGUAGE AND LITERARY FEATURES
dd Amusing characters
dd Searching for the answer
dd Rhyming language
dd Satisfying ending

SENTENCE COMPLEXITY
dd One four- and two six-word sentences 

on every left page, except the last page, 
which has a nine-word sentence

dd Use of dialogue (two speakers on each 
page spread)

dd Past tense
dd Question structure

VOCABULARY
dd Names of animals and actions (bird/

fly, bee/buzz, frog/hop, cow/moo, fish/
swim, pig/oink, dog/bark, spider/crawl)

dd Content words (ant, met) 

WORDS
dd High-frequency words (a, can, you, said, 

the, no, I, up, yes)
dd One- and two-syllable words
dd See Word Analysis Chart 7 for specific 

words in each category

ILLUSTRATIONS
dd Colorful, humorous drawings across every 

page spread
dd Close match between pictures and text 

BOOK AND PRINT FEATURES
dd Large font
dd Ample space between words
dd Five lines on each page of print, except 

for the last page, which has six lines
dd Periods, commas, question marks, 

quotation marks, exclamation point
dd Word in bold on last page to indicate 

emphasis
dd Spaces to indicate paragraphing 

NEW BOOK
Ant Can’t, Level C,  
Lap Book and small books

REREADING
Too Much Stuff, Level B,  
Lap Book and small books

Sam and Papa, Level B,  
small books

You Will Need GETTING STARTED

LLI_Green_1-10.indd   37 2/7/17   12:00 PM
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38

dd Use shared reading to reread the small version of Too Much Stuff with the children. 
(Use the lap book if children did not read the small version yesterday.) Then, 
reread other books as children choose them and time allows. Point and read the 
small version of Too Much Stuff with me.

dd Invite children to reread Sam and Papa independently, using the small books. Read 
the book with children first if needed.

dd As time allows, have children choose other small books to reread independently.

dd Reinforce reading left-to-right, with accurate voice-print match, and crisp pointing.

dd Have the children locate one or two high-frequency words on select pages.

Principle You can hear, say, or clap the parts in a word. Words can have one or 
more parts.

Say and Sort
dd Show the children the following 

pictures: cat, turtle, banana. Model 
saying each word while clapping the 
syllables. What do you notice about 
these words? [Children respond.] Help 
them to hear that cat has one syllable, 
turtle has two syllables, and banana 
has three syllables. Place the pictures 
across the top of the pocket chart. 

dd One by one, show the children the 
following pictures: dog, bird, goat, 
bus, balloon carrot, spider, ball, snake, 
toothbrush, butterfly, tricycle, elephant, 
umbrella. Have the children take 
turns saying each word and clapping 
the number of syllables. Then, have 
them place the picture under the 
picture on the chart with the same number of syllables.

dd Remove the pictures from the chart and have the children sort them again.

dd Summarize the lesson by restating the principle.

Extending Letter Knowledge
dd If time allows, display the enlarged version of the Alphabet Linking Chart and 

explain that the chart will help them to think about letters and sounds. 

dd Give the children the Alphabet Linking Charts they worked on in Lesson 6. 
Introduce as many new letters as time allows. Have the children color or add the 
corresponding pictures. Then, read the chart together.

dd Save the charts for use in subsequent lessons. If you are having the children build 
the chart, save the unused alphabet pictures for them to use in subsequent lessons.

PROMPTING 
GUIDE, PART 1

Refer to page 5 
as needed

Rereading
Suggested 
Language

REREADING
 l Too Much Stuff, Level B, Lap Book and small books
 l Sam and Papa, Level B, small books

Phonics/ 
Word Work
Syllables

LLI_Green_1-10.indd   38 2/7/17   12:00 PM
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Read To 
dd As you introduce the children to the lap book, encourage them to notice and use 

information in pictures, and invite conversation around the text. Build on their 
comments to expand the amount of language used.

dd The name of this story is Ant Can’t. What do you notice about these words? [Children 

respond.] They rhyme. 

dd Show the children the front cover of the book. This is Ant, and these are some of the 
friends she met. Who are some of her friends? [Children respond.]

dd Turn to pages 2 and 3. What do you notice? [Children respond.] Ant met a bird. And 
the bird said, Ant, “Can you fly?” What do you think Ant said? [Children respond.] Ant 
said, “No, I can’t.” Point and read page 2. Do you notice the question mark? [Children 

respond.] That tells you the bird is asking a question. Point out the quotation marks 
(talking marks) around what bird said and what Ant said.

dd Repeat the process on each page spread, inviting the children to think about what 
the friends and Ant will say each time.

dd At the end, have the children predict what Spider will ask. Then, point and read. 
The word yes is in dark letters, and that means you should read it a little louder—
make it sound important.

dd Invite the children to talk about the story.

Read With
dd Reread the text with the children as you point crisply under each word.

dd Turn to a few different pages and have the children say a particular high-frequency 
word (can, you, said, the, no). What letter do you expect to see first? [Children respond.]

dd Then, have the children find a word by pointing under it. Notice how quickly and 
easily they can find the word.

dd As you read with the children, you may find opportunities to help them notice the 
sound at the beginning of the name of the animal and its first letter. Show them 
they can see the animal in the picture and check it with the word.

Read By 
dd Give the children the small book version of the book.

dd Point under each word and read with me.

PROMPTING 
GUIDE, PART 1

Refer to page 5 
as needed

Reading a 
New Book
Suggested 
Language

NEW BOOK
Ant Can’t, Level C, Lap Book 
and small books

PROMPTING 
GUIDE, PART 2

Refer to pages 18 
and 19 as needed

LLI_Green_1-10.indd   39 2/7/17   12:00 PM
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• MY WRITING BOOK

• PROMPTING GUIDE, PART 1

Refer to pages 21, 23, 25, and 
27 as needed

Interactive Writing
dd Let’s talk about all the friends that Ant met. Engage the children in a conversation.

dd Using interactive writing, compose two or three sentences about Ant and her 
friends. For example:

Ant met a bee.

“Can you buzz?” said the bee.

“No, I can’t,” said the ant.

dd Engage the children in constructing some of the words that are almost known or 
not yet known (e.g., the high-frequency words no, I, the, can). 

dd You may want to select a few words with easy-to-hear consonants for the children 
to say slowly and write the letter for the first sound (e.g., met, bee).

dd Place the quotation marks (talking marks) around what the insects said, explaining 
that the marks show talking.

dd Reread the text and have a child make a quick sketch.

dd If time allows, have the children locate a few words in the text.

Writing 
About 
Reading
Suggested 
Language

LLI_Green_1-10.indd   40 2/7/17   12:00 PM
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Classroom Connection

Principle Each letter is different.
dd Show the magnetic letters h, m, n, and u. 

What do you notice about these letters? [Children 

respond.] Accept any observation and help them 
notice that these letters all have tunnels.

dd Give each child the magnetic letters a, b, d, g, 
h, m, n, p, q, and u. Have them sort the letters 
into two groups: letters with circles and letters with tunnels. 

Working With High-Frequency Words 
dd Make you on the whiteboard. Read the word and use it in a sentence. You may 

want to have them show you the word in the new book, Ant Can’t.

dd Give the children the magnetic letters to make you, and have them make the word 
several times, each time checking it by running a finger under the word as they say it.

dd Repeat the process with the word yes.

dd Give the children the words you and yes to add to their word bags.

dd Give the children Fold Sheet 7.

dd Have the children take the fold sheet back to the classroom to cut apart 
the pictures and sort them under the numbers, according to the number of 
syllables the word has. Give the children envelopes to store their pictures.

dd Give the children Take-Home Book Too Much Stuff to reread in the classroom.

Home/School Connection
dd Have the children take home Fold Sheet 7 and the pictures to sort again. 

Have them glue the pictures to the fold sheet and share it with family 
members.

dd Have the children read and discuss Take-Home Book Too Much Stuff with 
family members.

Letter/Word 
Work
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Assessing Reading and Writing Behaviors

Observe to find evidence that readers can:
dd read with voice-print match across multiple lines 

of text.
dd use voice-print match and first letters to self-

monitor reading.
dd recognize rhyming words in a text.
dd talk about and contrast how different animals 

move.
dd discuss how the ant and the spider are alike.
dd identify the number of syllables in a word.

dd use the Alphabet Linking Chart as a tool for 
learning about letters.

dd identify the relationship between a letter and a 
sound.

dd identify the distinctive features of letters.
dd learn high-frequency words (you, yes). 
dd say words slowly, identify easy-to-hear sounds, and 

write the letters.
dd compose two or three sentences.

Supporting English Language Learners

To support English language learners, you can:
dd say and demonstrate what you mean by You can 

hear and say the syllables in a word. 

dd support children in understanding rhyme.

dd have children look closely at the pictures, say the 
names of animals, and say the labels for movement 
and sound.

dd use the language of the text in a conversational 
way, and have children repeat the language several 
times to help them remember the syntax.

dd demonstrate and monitor for understanding of 
quotation marks and a question mark.

dd support children in discussing how the animals 
move, how the ant is different from some animals, 
and how it is the same as the spider.

dd monitor for understanding of the difference 
between can and can’t.

dd model saying words slowly and listening for the first 
sound. Be sure children say the words slowly.

dd be sure children understand their class/homework, 
and remind them that they can read to someone 
even if the listener doesn’t speak English.

Professional Development Links

Professional Development and Tutorial Videos, LLI Green System
View “Getting Started” to notice how the teacher supports the children’s letter 
and word learning.

When Readers Struggle: Teaching That Works, Levels A–N
Chapter 6, “Text Matters: A Ladder to Success” (pages 97–98).  
 Use this chart to understand how to help struggling readers learn about 
text factors. 

Guided Reading: Responsive Teaching Across the Grades, Second Edition
Chapter 6, “Planning for Effective Guided Reading Lessons” (pages 125–126). 

Leveled Literacy Intervention System Guide, LLI Green System
Refer to individual sections as needed.

LLI_Green_1-10.indd   42 2/7/17   12:00 PM
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47LESSON DLEVEL

LEVEL D
LESSO

N 47

SYSTEM Green
NEW BOOK The Good Dog
GENRE Fiction

Goals
READING 

dd Search for and use meaning, language, and print to solve words.
dd Recognize characters from a series.
dd Recognize the contrast between the message in the print and the message in the 

pictures.
dd Read without finger pointing and with phrasing.
dd Locate words in a text with multiple lines of print.
dd Recognize high-frequency words quickly and automatically.
dd Understand the conclusion of the story and what it means.
dd Read dialogue with expression.

PHONICS/WORD WORK 
dd Recognize words that have a long vowel sound and end in silent e.
dd Learn new high-frequency words (good, put).

Visit resources.fountasandpinnell.com to download
technological resources to support this lesson, including:
●● Word Analysis Chart 47
●● Teacher Words: bone, 

cone, tone, lone; rope, 
hope, mope, nope; nose, 
rose, hose, pose●✓

●● Student Words: good, 
put●✓

●● Fold Sheet 47
●● Parent Letter

●● The Good Dog, Level D
●● A Rainy Day, Level B
●● Time for Lunch, Level D
●● magnetic letters
●● word bags
●● Take-Home Book A Rainy Day

HOW THE BOOK WORKS This book is fiction, a third-person narrative written in chronological sequence. There 
are three to five lines of print and a speech balloon on every page spread. The pictures and print are integrated. 
Orson tries to be a good dog by responding to commands, but the pictures convey humorous outcomes. 

Analysis of New Book Characteristics  The Good Dog, Level D

GENRE/FORMS
dd Realistic fiction
dd Series (#6 in the Orson and Taco Series)

TEXT STRUCTURE
dd Narrative
dd Sequence of episodes, in which Orson 

tries his best to follow Jack’s commands, 
but something always happens.

CONTENT
dd Dog behavior

THEMES AND IDEAS
dd Caring for pets
dd Trying hard

LANGUAGE AND LITERARY FEATURES
dd Characters with names
dd Humor carried by pictures
dd Some literary language (a good dog—a 

very good dog)

SENTENCE COMPLEXITY
dd Two or three sentences on each left-hand 

page
dd Sentences two to ten words long
dd Past tense
dd Repeating patterns varied by actions
dd Dialogue with one speaker talking to 

a dog
dd Speech bubble on every spread

VOCABULARY
dd Familiar vocabulary for most children
dd Commands (sit, come, roll over, beg, get 

the paper, get the ball)
dd Content words (paws)

WORDS
dd High-frequency words (said, was, a, 

good, he, no, for, walk, went, with, come, 
very, to, over, and, up, put, his, get, the, 
be, got, then)

dd One- and two-syllable words
dd See Word Analysis Chart 47 for specific 

words in each category

ILLUSTRATIONS
dd Illustrations spanning every page spread
dd Close match between pictures and text
dd Speech bubbles in illustrations

BOOK AND PRINT FEATURES
dd Large font
dd Ample space between words
dd Periods, commas, quotation marks, 

exclamation points
dd Word in bold on last page to indicate 

stress

NEW BOOK
The Good Dog, Level D

REREADING
A Rainy Day, Level B

Time for Lunch, Level D

You Will Need

LLI_Green_41-50.indd   289 2/7/17   11:52 AM
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290

dd Invite children to reread Time for Lunch and A Rainy Day.

dd While the children are rereading books, prompt for taking words apart while 
reading. For example: Read that again and start the word.

Principle Some words have a vowel, a consonant, and silent e at the end. The
vowel sound is usually the name of the first vowel.

Say and Sort
dd Display the following words in a column, saying each word and using it in a 

sentence: bone, cone, tone, lone. What do you notice about these words? [Children 

respond.] They may notice that the words rhyme. Help them to see that all the 
words have the same -one pattern and the sound represented by the vowel is the 
same as its name (long o).

dd Make two more columns using the following words: rope, hope, mope, nope; and 
nose, rose, hose, pose. Tell the pattern in each set of words. [Children respond.]

dd Now, take the words away, leaving bone, rope, and nose across the top. Deal out the 
other words to the children. Read each word and use your pointer finger to underline 
the pattern. [Children respond.] Now, take turns placing the words in the correct 
column. [Children respond.]

dd Read the entire board out loud together.

dd Summarize the lesson by restating the principle.

PROMPTING 
GUIDE, PART 1

Refer to page 11 
as needed

Rereading
Suggested 
Language

REREADING
 l A Rainy Day, Level B
 l Time for Lunch, Level D

Phonics/ 
Word Work
Phonograms 
With a Vowel-
Consonant-
Silent e (VCe) 
Pattern

LLI_Green_41-50.indd   290 2/7/17   11:52 AM
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N 47
Introducing the Text 
dd Introduce the story by talking to children about their experiences trying to teach 

a pet to do something. What do you remember about Orson and Taco? [Children 

respond.] The big dog, Orson, likes to be good. In this story, Jack tells Orson to do 
something, and Orson does it. Notice what happened each time.

dd Turn to pages 2 and 3. When Jack told Orson to sit, Orson was a good dog and he 
sat. But what do you notice? [Children respond.] So Jack said, “Oh, no!” when Orson 
knocked over the flowerpot and made a big mess.

dd Turn to pages 6 and 7 to see what happened when Jack said, “Come, Orson!” 
[Children respond.]

dd Now, turn to pages 8 and 9. What did Jack tell Orson to do? [Children respond.] He told 
him to roll over. Say over. [Children respond.] What letter comes first in over? [Children 

respond.] It’s an o. Find over on page 8. Run your pointer finger under it and say 
over. [Children respond.]

dd Now, turn to pages 12 and 13. What do you think Jack told Orson to do? [Children 

respond.] Poor Orson. The writer said, “Orson wanted to be good.” Say wanted. 
[Children respond.] What letter comes first in wanted? [Children respond.] Find wanted. 
Run your pointer finger under it and say wanted. [Children respond.]

dd You are going to read about the other things Jack told Orson to do. In the end, Orson 
was very, very tired.

dd Look at page 16. What did Orson do now? [Children respond.]

dd Turn back to the beginning and read A Good Dog.

Reading the Text
dd As children read, confirm their use of information from the pictures to help them 

solve words on the page. For example: That makes sense and looks right.

Discussing and Revisiting the Text 
dd Invite the children to share their thinking about what they learned from the text.

dd What kinds of messes did Orson make? [Children respond.] 

dd How did the pictures help you know all the trouble Orson got into? [Children respond.]

dd Was the end of the story a surprise for you or did you expect it? [Children respond.]

dd This story was made up by the writer so it is fiction. But could these things really 
happen to a dog? [Children respond.]

dd Continue the discussion, guiding the children toward the key understandings and 
the main messages of the text. Some key understandings the children may express:

Thinking Within the Text Thinking Beyond the Text Thinking About the Text

dd Orson tries to be a good 
dog. 

dd Orson always follows Jack’s 
directions, but something 
always goes wrong.

dd Orson is best at taking a 
nap. He doesn’t cause any 
trouble when he is sleeping.

dd Dogs can be very clumsy, 
especially if they don’t 
realize their size.

dd Owners of big dogs need 
to allow plenty of room for 
their dogs to run and play, 
so they don’t break things 
or knock things over.

dd The illustrator places speech 
bubbles in the pictures. 
The speech bubbles draw 
attention to the trouble that 
Orson causes, even when 
he is doing what Jack asks 
him to do. 

MESSAGES Sometimes, being too eager to please can cause accidental problems. No one is perfect.

Reading a 
New Book
Suggested 
Language

NEW BOOK
The Good Dog, Level D 

PROMPTING 
GUIDE, PART 1

Refer to page 9 
as needed

PROMPTING 
GUIDE, PART 2

Refer to page 37 
as needed
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292

Letter/Word 
Work

Reading a New Book

Suggested Language

(continued from  

previous page)

Teaching Points 
dd Based on your observations, use Prompting Guide, Part 1 to select a teaching point 

that will be most helpful to the readers. 

dd Revisit one or two pages to help the children read Jack’s commands with the 
intonation that Jack would use. For example: Make it sound like Jack is talking.

Principle You see some words many times when you read and use them many 
times when you write. You need to learn these words because they help you read 
and write. 

dd Make good on a whiteboard. Read the word and use it in a sentence. You may want 
to have the children locate good in the new book, The Good Dog.

dd Give the children the magnetic letters to make good several times, each time 
checking the word by running a finger under the word as they say it. What do you 
notice about the word that will make it easy to remember? [Children respond.] Help 
them to notice that good has a double vowel in the middle.

dd Give the children the words good and put to add to their word bags.

dd Repeat the process with the word put.

dd Then, have each child place the words from the word bag in a pile facedown on the 
table. Have the children turn over one word at a time, read it, and place it in their 
word bags. If they have difficulty with a word, tell them the word, point out any 
features of the word that will help them to remember it, and have them put it on 
the bottom of their pile.

dd Have the children continue until all the words are back in their word bags.

PROMPTING 
GUIDE, PART 1

Refer to page 19 
as needed
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Classroom Connection

LEVEL D
LESSO

N 47

dd Give the children Fold Sheet 47. 

dd Have the children take the fold sheet back to the classroom to read each 
word in the first column and write a word in the second column that has 
the same pattern. Do the first one or two words together to ensure that 
the children understand the task.

dd Give the children Take-Home Book A Rainy Day to reread in the classroom.

Home/School Connection
dd Have the children take home Fold Sheet 47 to finish writing words and 

share with family members.

dd Have the children read and discuss Take-Home Book A Rainy Day with 
family members.
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Assessing Reading and Writing Behaviors

Observe to find evidence that readers can:
dd search for and use meaning, language, and print to 

solve words.
dd recognize and discuss characters from a series.
dd recognize and discuss the contrast between the 

message in the print and the message in the 
pictures.

dd read without finger pointing and with phrasing.
dd identify words in a text with multiple lines of print.

dd quickly recognize high-frequency words.
dd understand and discuss the conclusion of the story 

and what it means.
dd read dialogue with expression.
dd understand that some words with long vowel 

sounds end in silent e.
dd learn new high-frequency words (good, put).

Supporting English Language Learners

To support English language learners, you can:
dd check to be sure children can recognize and 

understand all the words used in Phonics and 
Letter/Word Work.

dd explain the meaning of English commands that are 
used with dogs.

dd think aloud about several of the pictures to explain 
the humor that they show—Orson is trying to be 
good, but it isn’t always working.

dd help children say some of the sentences to practice 
the language structures.

dd observe children as they read past tense verbs. If 
necessary, model how to say the -ed endings.

dd help children notice the vowels in ran and got. You 
said _____. That’s not the way they would say it in 
a book or Listen to this. (Model two choices.) Which 
one sounds better?

dd expand children’s language in a conversational way.

Professional Development Links

Professional Development and Tutorial Videos, LLI Green System
Refer to instructional routines and sample lessons as needed.  

When Readers Struggle: Teaching That Works, Levels A–N
 Chapter 16, “Teaching for Fluency in Processing Texts: Six Dimensions”  
(pages 384–393). Use this chapter to understand how to help readers begin to 
read with fluent phrasing and intonation. 

Teaching for Comprehending and Fluency: Thinking, Talking, 
and Writing About Reading, K–8
 Chapter 4 (pages 45–49). Use this chapter to explore the building of early reading 
systems, including teaching for strategic actions for solving words, self-monitoring 
and self-correcting, searching for and using information, and summarizing. 

Chapter 7 (pages 74–78). Use this chapter to explore fluency. Figures 7-1 and 7-3 
provide important information about how fluency changes over time. 

Leveled Literacy Intervention System Guide, LLI Green System
Refer to individual sections as needed.
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48LESSON DLEVEL

LEVEL D
LESSO

N 48

SYSTEM Green
NEW BOOK My Friend
GENRE Nonfiction

Goals
READING 

dd Read without finger pointing.
dd Read with phrasing and expression. 
dd Search for and locate words with particular features in a text with multiple lines 

of print. 
dd Understand a category of information (things friends like to do together) and 

interpret the text by thinking about friends.

PHONICS/WORD WORK 
dd Some words with long vowel sounds end in silent e.
dd Recall and write familiar words quickly.

WRITING ABOUT READING
dd Say words slowly, listen for easy-to-hear sounds, and write the letters that 

represent them.
dd Recognize and write high-frequency words quickly and automatically.
dd Begin a sentence with an uppercase letter and write end punctuation.

Visit resources.fountasandpinnell.com to download
technological resources to support this lesson, including:
●● Word Analysis Chart 48
●● Recording Form for The 

Good Dog (or visit Apple 
iTunes to download the 
Fountas & Pinnell LLI 
Reading Record App)

●● Directions for Lotto●✓
●● Lotto Game 
●● Fold Sheet 48
●● Parent Letter

●● My Friend, Level B
●● The Good Dog, Level D
●● A Rainy Day, Level B
●● My Writing Book
●● Take-Home Book 

The Good Dog

HOW THE BOOK WORKS This nonfiction book has alternating pages of print and photographs until the 
last page. There are three lines of print per page except for the last page. Each page of print uses a simple 
repeated sentence structure. Two friends tell many things they like to do together.

Analysis of New Book Characteristics  My Friend, Level B

GENRE/FORM
dd Nonfiction
dd Simple factual text

TEXT STRUCTURE
dd Two friends who like the same things
dd No sequence

CONTENT
dd Concept of friendship
dd Concept of doing things with a friend

THEMES AND IDEAS
dd Idea of activities that two friends enjoy 

doing together

LANGUAGE AND LITERARY FEATURES
dd Repeating pattern that does not vary until 

the last page
dd Simple language pattern that is close to 

oral language

SENTENCE COMPLEXITY
dd One eight-word simple sentence on 

every left-hand page, except last page
dd Present tense
dd Prepositional phrase

VOCABULARY
dd Activities (eat pizza, read books, ride 

bikes, jump rope, bake cookies, play ball, 
do puzzles)

WORDS
dd High-frequency words (my, to, with, me, 

play, do, like)
dd One- and two-syllable words
dd See Word Analysis Chart 48 for specific 

words in each category

ILLUSTRATIONS
dd Photographs on every right-hand page
dd Close match between pictures and text

BOOK AND PRINT FEATURES
dd Large font
dd Ample space between words
dd Three lines on each page of print, except 

last page
dd Periods

NEW BOOK
My Friend, Level B

REREADING
The Good Dog, Level D

A Rainy Day, Level B

You Will Need
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dd Listen to one child read The Good Dog as you code the reading behaviors on the 
Recording Form, or in the Fountas & Pinnell LLI Reading Record App, have a brief 
comprehension conversation, and make a teaching point that you think will be most 
helpful to the reader. Score and analyze the reading record following the lesson.

dd Have the other children reread A Rainy Day and then The Good Dog.

dd As children reread books, prompt for pausing as needed. For example: Listen to me 
read or Can you take a little breath at the comma?

Principle Some words have a vowel, a consonant, and silent e at the end. The 
vowel sound is usually the name of the first vowel.

Find and Match
dd Play Lotto with VCe words you have introduced in the last five lessons.

dd Give each child a Lotto board. Cut the words apart and place them facedown in a 
pile on the table.

dd I am going to read the words one at a time. Look for the word on your board and cover 
it with a marker. Then, check the word against the one I hold up. 

dd The first to cover all the words on the Lotto board wins.

dd Summarize the lesson by restating the principle.

PROMPTING 
GUIDE, PART 1

Refer to page 17 
as needed

Rereading 
and  
Assessment
Suggested 
Language

REREADING
 l The Good Dog, Level D
 l A Rainy Day, Level B

Phonics/ 
Word Work
Phonograms 
With a Vowel-
Consonant-
Silent e (VCe) 
Pattern
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LEVEL D
LESSO

N 48

•  MY WRITING BOOK

• PROMPTING GUIDE, PART 1

Refer to pages 27 and 31 as 
needed

Dictated Writing
dd If time allows, you may want to begin by having each child read recent pages 

from My Writing Book. Occasionally, ask the child to locate a word in a sentence 
that was read.

dd Orson wanted to be a good dog, but every time he tried to do something that Jack 
wanted him to, something funny happened. Today, you are going to write about some 
of the things that Orson, the good dog, did.

dd Dictate the following sentences:

Orson was a good dog.

He sat up.

He got the ball.

He took a nap.

dd Have children clap Orson. Then, write Orson on the whiteboard for children 
to copy. Point out the two o’s in the middle of good and took. Direct children’s 
attention to the a that sounds like o in ball.

dd Most of the other words, such as dog, sat, up, got, and nap, should be easy for 
children to say slowly, listen for the sounds, and write the letters in sequence.

dd Prompt for quick writing of he, the, a, and other known words.

dd If needed, prompt children to start each sentence with an uppercase letter and end 
it with a period.

dd Have the children reread and illustrate their sentences. If time allows, you may 
want to have children locate a word or two.

Introducing the Text 
dd Introduce children to the book by talking to them about some of the things that 

they like to do with their friends. These two children are friends, and they like to 
do things together. What are some things you think they might like to do? [Children 

respond.] This story tells about things that two friends like to do together.

dd Turn to pages 2 and 3 to see something that the two friends like to do together. What 
do they like to do? [Children respond.] So the friends say, “My friend likes to eat pizza 
with me.” Say with. What letter do you expect to see first in with? [Children respond.] 
Put your pointer finger under it and say with. [Children respond.]

Writing 
About 
Reading
Suggested 
Language

Reading a 
New Book
Suggested 
Language

continues on next page
NEW BOOK
My Friend, Level B
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298

dd Turn to pages 10 and 11. What else do the two friends like to do together? [Children 

respond.]

dd Now, look at pages 14 and 15. What else do they like to do? [Children respond.] They 
like to do puzzles together. Say likes. What letter comes first in likes? [Children respond.] 
Find likes on page 14. Run your pointer finger under it and say likes. [Children respond.]

dd Turn back to the beginning and read all the things the two friends like to do together.

Reading the Text
dd As the children read, prompt for self-correction if needed. For example: Something 

wasn’t right.

Discussing and Revisiting the Text
dd Invite the children to share their thinking about the story.

dd The friends do many things together. What kinds of things do the friends do? 
[Children respond.]

dd What clues in the book let you know that the friends like each other? [Children respond.]

dd How do the friends feel when they spend time together? [Children respond.] How do the 
pictures let us know that? [Children respond.]

dd This story was made up by the writer. Orson is not a real dog, so it is fiction.

dd Continue the discussion, guiding the children toward the key understandings and 
the main messages of the text. Some key understandings the children may express:

Thinking Within the Text Thinking Beyond the Text Thinking About the Text

dd The friends do many 
things together, both 
indoors and outdoors, 
such as eating pizza, 
reading books, riding 
bikes, jumping rope, 
baking cookies, playing 
ball, and doing puzzles.

dd The friends like each 
other in the story.

dd The friends feel happy 
when they spend time 
together.

dd Kids make friends with 
other kids who like to do 
the same things they do.

dd Many kids like to do the 
same things that the 
friends in this book do.

dd It is unclear from the writer’s words 
and the photographs which child is 
telling the story. It could be either 
of the two friends. 

dd The events in this book may have 
occurred in any order. 

dd This is not a story with a beginning 
and ending. Instead, it is a list of 
the things the friends like to do.

dd This book has a predictable 
language pattern. The pattern is 
the same until you get to the last 
page. 

dd This book is nonfiction.

MESSAGES The things you like to do are more fun if you do them with others. It’s nice to have a friend.

Teaching Points 
dd Based on your observations, use Prompting Guide, Part 1 to select a teaching point 

that will be most helpful to the readers. 

dd You may want the children to locate a word or two, such as like or with.

dd Reinforce effective problem solving that children can use as they read. For example: 
You thought about what you knew and worked that out.

PROMPTING 
GUIDE, PART 1

Refer to page 14 
as needed

PROMPTING 
GUIDE, PART 1

Refer to page 15 
as needed

PROMPTING 
GUIDE, PART 2

Refer to pages 13 
and 23 as needed

Reading a New Book

Suggested Language

(continued from  

previous page)

Introducing the Text (continued from previous page)
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dd Turn to pages 10 and 11. What else do the two friends like to do together? [Children 

respond.]

dd Now, look at pages 14 and 15. What else do they like to do? [Children respond.] They 
like to do puzzles together. Say likes. What letter comes first in likes? [Children respond.] 
Find likes on page 14. Run your pointer finger under it and say likes. [Children respond.]

dd Turn back to the beginning and read all the things the two friends like to do together.

Reading the Text
dd As the children read, prompt for self-correction if needed. For example: Something 

wasn’t right.

Discussing and Revisiting the Text
dd Invite the children to share their thinking about the story.

dd The friends do many things together. What kinds of things do the friends do? 
[Children respond.]

dd What clues in the book let you know that the friends like each other? [Children respond.]

dd How do the friends feel when they spend time together? [Children respond.] How do the 
pictures let us know that? [Children respond.]

dd This story was made up by the writer. Orson is not a real dog, so it is fiction.

dd Continue the discussion, guiding the children toward the key understandings and 
the main messages of the text. Some key understandings the children may express:

Thinking Within the Text Thinking Beyond the Text Thinking About the Text

dd The friends do many 
things together, both 
indoors and outdoors, 
such as eating pizza, 
reading books, riding 
bikes, jumping rope, 
baking cookies, playing 
ball, and doing puzzles.

dd The friends like each 
other in the story.

dd The friends feel happy 
when they spend time 
together.

dd Kids make friends with 
other kids who like to do 
the same things they do.

dd Many kids like to do the 
same things that the 
friends in this book do.

dd It is unclear from the writer’s words 
and the photographs which child is 
telling the story. It could be either 
of the two friends. 

dd The events in this book may have 
occurred in any order. 

dd This is not a story with a beginning 
and ending. Instead, it is a list of 
the things the friends like to do.

dd This book has a predictable 
language pattern. The pattern is 
the same until you get to the last 
page. 

dd This book is nonfiction.

MESSAGES The things you like to do are more fun if you do them with others. It’s nice to have a friend.

Teaching Points 
dd Based on your observations, use Prompting Guide, Part 1 to select a teaching point 

that will be most helpful to the readers. 

dd You may want the children to locate a word or two, such as like or with.

dd Reinforce effective problem solving that children can use as they read. For example: 
You thought about what you knew and worked that out.

PROMPTING 
GUIDE, PART 1

Refer to page 14 
as needed

PROMPTING 
GUIDE, PART 1

Refer to page 15 
as needed

PROMPTING 
GUIDE, PART 2

Refer to pages 13 
and 23 as needed

Reading a New Book

Suggested Language

(continued from  

previous page)

Introducing the Text (continued from previous page)
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LEVEL D
LESSO

N 48

Classroom Connection

Principle You need to learn words you see many times because they help you 
read and write.
dd I am going to set the timer for two 

minutes, and I want you to write 
all the words you know how to 
write in that time. Prompt only 
if children need help thinking 
of words they know. Have them 
write their words in My Writing 
Book. At the end of two minutes, 
count each child’s correctly 
spelled words. Compare the 
number to the last time the 
children did this task. Celebrate the improvement!

dd Clarify any difficulties the children may have demonstrated. You may want to have 
them practice one or two partially known words by writing those words two or 
three times.

dd Give the children Fold Sheet 48. 

dd Have the children take the fold sheet back to the classroom to cut out the 
sentence strips. Have them mix up the words and then put them back into 
sentence order.

dd Have the children glue the sentences onto the fold sheet, reread them, and 
illustrate them in class or at home.

dd Give the children Take-Home Book The Good Dog to reread in the 
classroom.

Home/School Connection
dd Have the children take home Fold Sheet 48 to illustrate and read with their 

family members.

dd Have the children read and discuss Take-Home Book The Good Dog with 
family members.

Optional 
Letter/Word 
Work
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Assessing Reading and Writing Behaviors

Observe to find evidence that readers can:
dd read without finger pointing and with phrasing and 

expression.
dd search for and locate words with particular features 

in a text with multiple lines of print.
dd understand a category of information (things 

friends like to do together) and interpret the text by 
thinking about friends.

dd read words that have long vowel sounds and end 
in silent e.

dd recall and write familiar words quickly.
dd say words slowly, listen for the sounds, and write 

the letters that represent them.
dd recognize and write high-frequency words quickly 

and automatically.
dd begin a sentence with an uppercase letter and 

write end punctuation.

Supporting English Language Learners

To support English language learners, you can:
dd model saying words slowly, having children say the 

words as well.
dd check to be sure children can recognize and 

understand all the words used in Phonics and 
Letter/Word Work.

dd use pictures to name the activities that the friends 
do together.

dd observe children saying the word likes. Listen for 
the /s/ at the end. Tell children, Saying likes makes 
it sound right in English.

dd ask children to say the first sound of the word and 
check the picture, if they cannot remember a word. 
Provide the word, if needed.

dd think aloud about what you do with a friend. Have 
children do the same.

dd encourage children to repeat the dictated sentence 
several times before they begin writing.

Professional Development Links

Professional Development and Tutorial Videos, LLI Green System
Refer to the instructional routines and sample lessons as needed. 

When Readers Struggle: Teaching That Works, Levels A–N
 Chapter 9, “The Phonological Base for Learning to Read and Write”  
(pages 174–177). Use these pages to understand the role of phonological 
processing in reading and writing. 

Interactive Writing: How Language and Literacy Come Together, K–2
Chapter 15 (pages 233–235). Use this chapter to explore the strong connections 
between reading and writing in interactive writing. 

Leveled Literacy Intervention System Guide, LLI Green System
Refer to individual sections as needed.
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Independent Empirical Studies 
Confirm Effectiveness of  
Fountas & Pinnell Leveled Literacy 
Intervention, Grades K–2, Levels A–N

“ This study found robust effects on the LLI benchmarks 

across all grade levels for students who received LLI.”
—Dr. Carolyn Ransford-Kaldon 

Center for Research in Educational Policy  University of Memphis

The Center for Research in Educational Policy (CREP) at the University 

of Memphis conducted scientific studies that assessed the efficacy of 

Fountas & Pinnell’s Leveled Literacy Intervention (LLI) and confirmed 

that it is effective in significantly improving the literacy achievement of 

struggling readers and writers in grades K–2.

The first study was conducted during the 2009–2010 school year 

in the rural Tifton County, Georgia Schools, and the Enlarged City 

School District of Middletown, New York. In both locations students 

participating in LLI had gains significantly above their counterparts in 

the control group. 

In 2011–2012 a second study was conducted in Denver, Colorado. This 

study also confirmed increased literacy achievement for urban K–2 

students and associated subgroups.

According to Dr. Carolyn Ransford-Kaldon, one of the researchers 

on the project, the studies confirmed that LLI “is indeed effective in 

improving reading skills. While a wide variety of students benefited 

from the system, the Center for Research in Educational Policy found 

the system particularly beneficial for English language learners, those 

who are eligible for special education services, and those who are 

economically disadvantaged.”

READ THE FULL REPORTS
AT FOUNTASANDPINNELL.COM

44

Efficacy

THE CENTER FOR RESEARCH IN 
EDUCATIONAL POLICY’S REPORT ON LLI 
WAS EVALUATED AND IS RECOMMENDED BY 
THE NATIONAL CENTER ON RESPONSE TO 
INTERVENTION (NCRTI). 
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A–Z levels are translated into numeric averages.A–Z levels are translated into numeric averages.

BENCHMARK LEVEL GAINS
Rural and Suburban School Study

55%

More growth
than control
group

More growth
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BENCHMARK LEVEL GAINS
Urban School Study

KINDERGARTEN
9 Weeks of 
LLI Instruction

GRADE 1
12.4 Weeks of 
LLI Instruction

GRADE 2
12.4 Weeks of 
LLI Instruction

81%
More growth
than control
group*

29%
More growth
than control
group*

23%
More growth
than control
group*

*Urban school 
study CONTROL 
students were 
allowed to receive 
intervention 
other than LLI.



Heinemann Data Collection  
shows significant gains in reading 
progress with Leveled Literacy 
Intervention, K–2

The Heinemann LLI Data Collection Project, conducted by researchers 

working with Heinemann under the direction of Irene Fountas and Gay Su 

Pinnell, confirms the reading gains for students enrolled in Leveled Literacy 

Intervention (LLI) K–2 in school districts across the United States and 

Canada since 2009. Data on student demographics, teacher experience, 

implementation parameters, and performance data for LLI students 

was self-reported and analyzed by the researchers. Each student’s 

reading progress was determined by looking at their pre- and post-LLI 

instructional reading levels (ranging from Pre-A to Z) on the F&P Text Level 

Gradient™.  

Students varied widely by geographic area, age, and degree to which they 

were reading below grade level. Overall, researchers found that these LLI 

students were gaining twice the amount of reading progress in half the 

time when compared with typical reading progress (Fountas and Pinnell 

10-Month Instructional Level Goals). For example, in Denver Public Schools 

during the 2009-2010 school year, 85.8% of LLI students demonstrated 

an instructional reading level at least three levels higher than their pre-LLI 

levels and 25.8% of the LLI students had advanced their reading skills 

seven or more levels. 

READ THE FULL REPORTS 
AT FOUNTASANDPINNELL.COM

Visit fountasandpinnell.com for the results of the complete 

Heinemann Data Collection Project.  
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“ Progress is not enough; struggling readers need to 

make faster progress than their peers—that is the whole 

purpose of intervention.”   —Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell

Lindsey B. Demers Ph.D., Data Collection Manager  
(working under the guidance of Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell)

Research and Data Collection Project 
2010–2011

HeIneMann

Leveled Literacy Intervention

©2013 Heinemann

Fountas & Pinnell

MK-081 DataCollProj2_DEC2012_Sue.indd   1 12/7/12   11:24 AM

Lindsey B. Demers Ph.D., Data Collection Manager  
(working under the guidance of Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell)

Research and Data Collection Project 
2010–2011

HeIneMann

Leveled Literacy Intervention

©2013 Heinemann

Fountas & Pinnell

MK-081 DataCollProj2_DEC2012_Sue.indd   1 12/7/12   11:24 AM
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OFF-SITE  

ONLINE

FIND OUT MORE

Expertise

All of Fountas & Pinnell’s 

books, resources, and systems 

are deeply rooted in teacher 

professional development. The 

following professional learning 

opportunities are available to 

further develop the teaching craft 

and foster a climate of collegiality 

and community.

Multi-Day Institutes for LLI
Multi-Day Institutes are developed by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell and provide 

extensive insight into Leveled Literacy Intervention and a deeper understanding of 

literacy teaching. 

TWO CONSECUTIVE MULTI-DAY INSTITUTES

FOUNTAS & PINNELL LEVELED LITERACY INTERVENTION 
GRADES K–5, LEVELS A–W
Check our website for dates and locations.

• Institute 1: Intervening for Literacy Success with Primary Students 

Grades K, 1, and 2 (Levels A–N/Orange, Green, and Blue)

• Institute 2: Intervening for Literacy Success with Intermediate, Middle, and 

Secondary Students  

Grades 3, 4, and 5 (Levels L–W/Red, Gold, and Purple)

On-Demand Mini-Courses and 
Webinar Series
ON-DEMAND MINI-COURSES 
Heinemann PD Services is now offering On-Demand Mini-Courses, providing a self-

paced option to explore the foundational ideas behind Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su 

Pinnell’s work. These online courses are developed by The Lesley University Center 

for Reading Recovery® and Literacy Collaborative (CRRLC).

NEW! NOW AVAILABLE ON-DEMAND:

• The F&P Text Level Gradient™: Using Fountas & Pinnell Resources to Match 

Books to Readers / Grades K–8

• Introducing Texts Effectively in Guided Reading Lessons / Grades K–8

• Thinking and Talking About Books Across the Day: Creating a  

Community of Readers / Grades K–8

WEBINAR SERIES 
Led by Fountas & Pinnell-trained consultants, these Webinar Series consist 

of four interactive sessions that include discussions with the presenter, video 

demonstrations, and course materials that support session objectives. Resources 

studied in this online PD curriculum currently include the Fountas & Pinnell 

Benchmark Assessment System, Guided Reading, The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy 

Continuum, Phonics Lessons, Word Study Lessons, and When Readers Struggle.

Fountas & Pinnell 
PD Services

“ School districts 

seeking to close 

the achievement 

gap must consider 

good classroom 

teaching, meaningful 

assessment, 

multiple layers of 

internvention, and the 

ongoing development 

of highly qualified 

teachers.”
—Irene C. Fountas 

and Gay Su Pinnell

For complete details on all Fountas 
& Pinnell Professional Development 
options go to Heinemann.com/
fountasandpinnell/pd or call 
1-800-541-2086, ext. 1402.
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ON-SITE  

FOUNTAS & PINNELL LITERACY™ RESOURCE SEMINARS

• Professional Development for the Fountas & Pinnell 

Benchmark Assessment System 1 & 2, Grades K–8

• Professional Development for the Fountas & Pinnell 

Sistema de evaluación de la lectura, Grados K–2

• Role of the Administrator in the Implementation of the 

Fountas & Pinnell Benchmark Assessment System

• Genre Study, Grades K–8

• Introduction to The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy 

Continuum, Grades PreK–8

• Literacy Beginnings, Grades PreK–K

• Teaching for Comprehending and Fluency, Grades K–8

• When Readers Struggle, Grades K–3

• Guided Reading, Second Edition, Grades K–6

• Guiding Readers and Writers, Grades 2–8+

• Phonics Lessons and Word Study Lessons, Grades K–3

School-Based Seminars
These on-site School-Based Seminars are developed by Fountas and Pinnell and delivered by knowledgeable, experienced 

consultants who have been selected and trained by the authors.

LEVELED LITERACY INTERVENTION SEMINARS

• Professional Development for Leveled Literacy Intervention Primary: Grades K–2 / Orange, Green, and Blue systems

• Professional Development for Leveled Literacy Intervention Intermediate, Middle/High School: Grades 3–12 / Red, Gold, 

Purple, and Teal systems

• Role of the Administrator in the Implementation of Leveled Literacy Intervention (LLI)

SAVE 20% ON LLI PROFESSIONAL 

DEVELOPMENT IF YOU 

PURCHASE THE LLI PRODUCT AT 

THE SAME TIME.



Join the Fountas & Pinnell Literacy™ Community and be part of the conversation.

Irene C. Fountas  
is a professor at Lesley 
University in Cambridge, 
Massachusetts. She has been 
a classroom teacher, language 
arts specialist, and consultant 
in school districts across the 
nation and abroad. She is the 
recipient of the Greater Boston 
Council and the International 
Reading Association’s Celebrate 
Literacy Award as well as being 
named the first recipient of the 
Marie M. Clay Endowed Chair. 
Currently, she directs field-
based literacy research projects 
and the Literacy Collaborative 
at Lesley University. She 
continues to publish resources 
for comprehensive literacy 
programs that quickly become 
staples for literacy instruction 
across the country.

Gay Su Pinnell 
is Professor Emeritus in 
the School of Teaching and 
Learning at The Ohio State 
University. She has extensive 
experience in classroom 
teaching and field-based 
research, and in developing 
comprehensive approaches to 
literacy education. She received 
the International Reading 
Association’s Albert J. Harris 
Award for research in reading 
difficulties, the Ohio Governor’s 
Award and the Charles A. Dana 
Foundation Award for her 
contributions to the field of 
literacy education, and most 
recently she was awarded The 
Ohio State University Alumni 
Association’s Alumni Medalist 
Award. She is a member of the 
Reading Hall of Fame. Facebook “f ” Logo CMYK / .eps Facebook “f ” Logo CMYK / .eps

FountasandPinnell@FountasPinnell

Fountas & Pinnell Assessment
The Fountas & Pinnell Benchmark Assessment Systems are accurate 
and reliable tools to identify the instructional and independent reading 
levels of all students and document student progress through one-on-
one formative and summative assessments.

Fountas & Pinnell Classroom Resources 
Fountas & Pinnell Classroom Resources maximize student learning with 
systematic lessons, student books and materials, and powerful tools 
that guide teachers’ language and actions and support them in expert 
decision making for high-impact literacy instruction.

Fountas & Pinnell Intervention
Fountas & Pinnell Leveled Literacy Intervention is a short-term, 
supplementary intervention proven to bring struggling readers to 
grade-level competency with engaging leveled books and fast-paced, 
systematically designed lessons. 

Fountas & Pinnell Professional Books
Fountas & Pinnell Professional Books empower teachers with highly 
effective instructional procedures and the latest in literacy thinking to 
elevate their expertise and help build a community of skillful informed 
educators. 

Fountas & Pinnell Professional Development
Fountas & Pinnell Professional Development offers options and 
opportunities to further develop the teaching craft and foster a climate 
of collegiality and community through School-Based Seminars, Multi-Day 
Institutes, and Live Webinars.

fountasandpinnell.com
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K

1

2

3

4+

5+

6–12+

9/9/16

The grade-level goals on the F&P Text Level Gradient™ are intended to
provide general guidelines, which should be adjusted based on
school/district requirements and professional teacher judgement.

© 2012 Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell

F&P TEXT LEVEL GRADIENT™

GRADE-LEVEL
GOALS

FOUNTAS & PINNELL
LEVELS

Kindergarten

Grade One

Grade Two

Grade Three

Grade Four

Grade Five

Grade Six

Grade Seven−Eight
High School/Adult

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

LLI Orange SystemLevels A–E  

LLI Green SystemLevels A–K 

Levels C–N LLI Blue System

Levels L–Q LLI Red System

Levels O–T  LLI Gold System

Levels R–W LLI Purple System

Levels U–ZLLI Teal System

Fountas & Pinnell
Leveled Literacy Intervention
HELP STRUGGLING READERS AT EVERY AGE AND EVERY STAGE

K–12
The Fountas & Pinnell Leveled Literacy Intervention (LLI) is a powerful, short-term intervention, that 

provides daily, intensive, small-group instruction, which supplements classroom literacy teaching. 

LLI turns struggling readers into successful readers with engaging leveled books and fast-paced, 

systematically designed lessons. 

Fountas & Pinnell
Benchmark Assessment System
BASED ON THE F&P TEXT LEVEL GRADIENT™

Reliably identify the instructional and independent reading levels of all students through 

one-on-one formative and summative assessments. The Fountas & Pinnell Benchmark 

Assessment Systems provide teachers with precise tools and texts to observe and 

quantify reading behaviors, and use that data to plan responsive instruction. 

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

Benchmark Assessment System 1Levels A–N  

Benchmark Assessment System 2 Levels L–Z
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“ Every teacher has the 

right to be a part of a 

learning community 

in which people 

help each other 

and believe that the 

progress of children 

relies on everyone 

working together.”
—Irene C. Fountas 

and Gay Su Pinnell

Join the new Fountas & Pinnell Literacy™ Community 

for free at fountasandpinnell.com and receive exclusive 

access to members-only content and events, such as:

•  Exclusive, members-only Webinars hosted by Irene C. 

Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell

•  Daily Lit Bits to sharpen your practice and spark 

professional conversations

•  Consultant-led Discussion Board to build community 

through in-depth reflection and discussion

•  Instructional tools from the Resource Library to extend 

your expertise

•  Study Guides designed for deep exploration and 

understanding of Fountas and Pinnell professional books

•  Early access to professional development events in 

your area.

Connect

Become a 
member of the 
Fountas & 
Pinnell Literacy™ 
Community



MEMBERSHIP IS FREE!
Insightful blog posts, 
active discussion boards, 
downloadable resources…

…and daily teaching 
tips make every visit 
worthwhile. 

JOIN TODAY!
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MAKE FOUNTASANDPINNELL.COM YOUR  
DAILY LITERACY RETREAT TO REFLECT, RECHARGE,  
RESEARCH, AND REDEFINE YOUR LITERACY INSTRUCTION.

DAILY LIT BIT

The goal of guided reading is 

not for students to just read 

”this book” or understand a 

single text, but—with expert 

teaching—to create learning 

that is generative and that can 

be applied across texts.

DAILY LIT BIT

Responsive teaching are 

those moment-to-moment 

decisions that teachers 

make as they observe and 

analyze their students’ 

behaviors. 

Assessment is not 
teaching; it is gathering 

information for teaching.

DAILY LIT BIT
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Is LLI the same as guided reading? 

• No, it is intended to be supplementary instruction. LLI is 

a systematic and sequential framework of components 

designed to support the accelerated progress of low 

achieving children. The LLI books are designed to build on 

one another. Although word work is provided in guided 

reading, LLI provides longer, more intensive work in phonics 

and word study. Most children do not need such an intensive 

approach.

Do I have to complete all of the lessons within each level?

• No, but be cautious. Look at The Literacy Continuum for the 

level to be sure the children control most of the behaviors. 

If your readers are finding the books very easy and, in your 

judgment, they understand the phonics and word work 

principles, you can skip to the next level. 

Do all children need to finish the intervention at the 

same time?

• No. If one child is clearly accelerating, you can assess him 

and move him into a higher group at any time. If a child 

needs more time in the intervention, have him join a lower 

group. It is all right for him to reread, talk about, and write 

about some of the books in the collection. 

Can children who have been in Reading Recovery® go 

into LLI? 

• Children should not be in both Reading Recovery and LLI 

at the same time. Children, who reach grade level and 

exit, should not need LLI. But for children who have made 

progress in Reading Recovery but have not reached grade 

level and still need more support (a small number), LLI is 

an ideal option. If a child begins in LLI, she should enter 

Reading Recovery when a slot becomes available if she is 

the lowest-achieving child in grade 1.

What should I do when children are absent? 

• There will always be the problem of a child missing a lesson. 

Meanwhile, others in the group will be moving on. You could 

introduce yesterday’s new book while other children are 

rereading books in the rereading segment of the lesson. 

Often, the child can simply join in with the others. Or, you 

can send the missed book back to the classroom or home 

for the child to read and catch up. If attendance is spotty 

across the group, you can stop and have a “catch up” day 

to read and reread books they have missed and to review 

phonics principles. If a child has an extended absence, 

reassess him and make a decision as to the level he 

should be reading.

Do I have to limit group size to three? 

• We strongly recommend three children for best results. 

Where it is impossible to limit the groups to three, just 

try to keep the groups as small as possible. Occasionally, 

you will find that the children’s levels do not work out. At 

various times, you may find yourself teaching groups of 

2, or even 4 or 5. It is very important for children to be 

working at an appropriate level.

What do you do about children whose reading is at 

one level, but their writing is well below that level? 

• Go with the reading level for instruction in LLI, giving 

emphasis and attention to writing in the even-numbered 

lessons. Use the Classroom Connection option, which 

involves more writing. Work closely with the classroom 

teacher to provide extra classroom writing opportunities.

How much can I vary the lesson (depart from the 

specific instructions)? 

• We encourage you to adjust the lesson in any way 

justified by information from your ongoing assessment 

and observation of learners’ strengths and needs. 

No lesson plan can be written to fit all children. Your 

decision-making across the lesson is critical. It would not 

make sense to consistently eliminate lesson components 

or to drastically slow down instruction, but you will find 

yourself tailoring lessons to meet children’s needs.

How often should I take a reading record?

• If you take a record the next day on the new book that 

was read in the odd-numbered lessons, then you will be 

taking a record every other day. Rotating around a group 

of three children, you will take one record on each every 

six days. Your daily observations and this procedure 

will provide enough specific information to guide your 

teaching.

LLI Green System FAQ

Visit fountasandpinnell.com for answers to more  
Frequently Asked Questions about LLI.
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FOUNTAS & PINNELL LEVELED LITERACY INTERVENTION GREEN SYSTEM, SECOND EDITION
GRADE 1, LEVELS A–K • 978-0-325-06079-8     

Components available for individual sale, additional copies, or replacement. Visit www.heinemann.com for current pricing.
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LLI Green System Leveled Books (130 titles) 4 copies of each title 4-packs of individual title

10 Getting Started Lap Books 1 copy of each title Single copies available

Black-and-White Leveled Take-Home Books 6 copies of each title 6-packs of individual title

System Guide 1 copy Single copies available 

Lesson Guides, Volumes 1, 2, & 3 1 copy of each Volume
Individual Volumes, or 
3 Volume set

Prompting Guide, Part 1, for  
Oral Reading and Early Writing, K–8

1 copy Single copies available

Prompting Guide, Part 2, for Comprehension: 
Thinking, Talking, and Writing

1 copy Single copies available

When Reader’s Struggle: Teaching That Works, K–3 1 copy Single copies available

Professional Development Video unlimited access n/a

Tutorial Video unlimited access n/a

F&P Calculator/Stopwatch 1 calculator/stopwatch Single copies available 

My Writing Books 126 writing books 18-packs

Student Take-Home Bags 18 bags 6-packs 

Student Folders One 18-pack 18-packs

Lesson Folders 130 folders and labels 10-packs, folders only 

Online Data Management System 1-year subscription By annual subscription

Online Resources Unlimited access

LLI Green Ready Resources 1 box Purchase by box

OPTIONAL PURCHASE OUTSIDE SYSTEM

LLI Reading Record App for iPads
Purchase through Apple iTunes Individually,  
or through Heinemann for institutional licensing

Fountas & Pinnell SELECT Collections
4 Collections, 55 titles each, 
purchase through Heinemann
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